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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was
efFects of two dOc■s■on―making models
determine the
t aching physical
education 'on learning gymnasti-c ski11s. The subjects
111=112) were fifth and sixth grade boys and girls attending
South Hill and Enfield El-ementary, Schools, Ithaca, New York.
Class units were'rdfrdomly assi-gned to one of two treatment
conditions: (1) the teacher decision-making mode1, in which
the Ceacher made the decisions relevant to all aspects of
the program and (2) the shared decision-making,model', 1n
'which the students were encouraged to share in the decisions
regarding class organization, execrition, and evaluation.
There were 66 students assigned each of the two teaching
models
A gfymnastic'unit of instruction' was presented to
both groups in 3O-fiinute periods, t,wice per week, for slx
weeks.. The same progression of skilIs was presented on the
same six piec'es of apparatus by the regular school physi-cal
educators, the investigator, and two student-teachers, from
fthaca Co11ege, Ithaca, New York. A11 instructors underwent
an extensive training program under the directi-on of Dr.
Victor H. Mancini and the j-nvestigator to lnsure consistency
of the teachi-ng models.
Five experienced physical ed.ucators, not involved
1n the study, viewed two videotapes of randomly. sel-ected
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treatment c■asses to determ■ne that the teaching mode■s
utilized were w■thin the narameters set forth in the
definitions of the study.  The resu■ts of the 」udges'
responses to the decision―making criterion, as measured by
the Teacher―Pupi■ Dec■s on―Making Questionna■re, ver■fi9d
the treatment methodo■ogy.
Gymnastic ski■l■earn■g was measured by the
E■ementary Gy面nastic Ski■l Evaluation Scale.  This test was
deve■oped and va■'idated in order to diagnose ■earn■g
differences・■n fifth and s■xth grade Children on s■ x pieces
oF gymnastic apparatus.
Sヽcores for each of the s■x var■abl s ■dentifi・ed by
the Elementary Gymnastic Skil■ EValuation Scale were
transposed onto computer cards for computer ana■ysis.  The
raw data were compiled into mean scores for the s■x
'variab■es.  Mu■tivariate ana■ysis of variance was used to
determ■ne differences between groups at the .05 COnfidence
■evel.  Univariate ana■ysis of variance on each of the six
var■ab■es ■dentified those var■ables that accounted ior a
significant amount of between groups varianceo  Discriminant
function ana■ysis determined the percent contribution made
by each of the S■X Var■ables.  The standardized discr■m■nant
coeffic■ents obta■ned indicated'tlatンvariab■ざ=number,five,
ba■ance beam, contr■buted 53.81 percent to the
discrimination between groups,
The ■ocation of a sign■ficant difference, favor■ng
the teacher decision―making group, led to a rejectiOn of
the hypottiesi-s that there would be no difference in
gylhnastic skill learning of fifth and sixth grade students
who were encouraged to. share in c'lassroom decision-making
and those students who had all decisions dominaied by the' 
.
teacher.
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 ´       Chapter ■
INTRODUCT工ON
Traditiona■ physical education・has p■aced a strong
emphasis on the physical outcome of the student when       ・
measured against a normo  Contemporary phi■ osophies p■ace
the concern of physical education on the development'of the
student as a_who■e person, deve■oping the ■ndiv■dua■
soc■al■y, emotionally, intellectua■ly as we■l as phys■ca■ly
(8,,13,■6 23)。  Ka■kian and Goldman (19:3)Stated:     ・
The time is apparently right for physical edication
to take a comprehbns■ ve ■ook at human■sm and to attempt,
■温11響≒ギ■、1:ltttl出呈』:誂4t:こ陽鵠 %謎誕:こ撃¥.must be adopted, and activ■ ties must be selected w■ th
the pr■mary regard based on pos■tive contr■bu ions the
activity wil■ make to the student.
With・this shiFtt in ph■■osophic trends, a shift in
teaching behav■or has occurred in order.to meet these new
objectives.  Educators have begun to assess and modify their
■nteraction w■ th students ■n an effort to meet the needs of
both teacher and student。
In 1966, Mosston (23)introduced a spectrum of
styles that presented var■ous teaching mode■s designed to
meet the needs of both iteachёr and ゝ udent.  He based his
,sty■es、on the amount of classroom deciSion―making th
students and teacher sharedo  A tota■ teacher dec■s■on―
making m6del constituted'one end of the spectrum, whi■e at
う
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the oppos■te end ex■sted a total student dec■s■on…making ■^ ■
mode■.  The degree of student―tёacher dec■s■onmaking
defined the`rema・ining sty■es along the spectrum.  The
closer one rema■ned to the teacher dec■s■on―making sty■e,
the more traditiona■ the.sty■e.  It was Mosston's (23)
contention that the further along`the spectrum one moved,
the greater the oeVe10pment of the studentsas an individual.
‐     A■though Mosston's (23)`theories were phi■osophica■ly
sound and logical in nature,` little research,hasTもeen 、
conducted to ascerta■n th  v lue of,student―teacher dec■s■on―
making models of teachingo  Studies by Manciii (8o)ana
Martinek (8■)have revealed that ,tudents deve■op moヤ
pOs■tive attitudes tёward phys■ca■ education and a more
pos■tive se■f―copcept when‐allowed to share ■n t e dec■s■ons
regarding their ■earn ngo  Martinek (81)further conc■uded
that a teacher dec■s■on―making mode■ was best for deve■ping
the motor abi■ity oF chi■dren.
However, no research has been speq■■ミca■ly conduct d
to determ■ne the effects of dec■s■on―making on motor skill
learn■go  Motor skill ■earn■g differs from motor ability
deve■opment in that the former refers to the actua■ learn.ng
of a spec■fi  motor ski■l, while the latter refers to the
potentia■ to periOrm numerous motor skills.  The learn■ng of
motor skills is considered a ma3or objective of physica■
education (1,3,5,8,■9,30 3■)。  Nixon and 」ewett (25:97)con―
t品百ettaftt」J酵_phyζiτざ■.euttatibnるb∫ecttvま縄l…
・蔦T■■■ows:
. . . to develop indifidua■ movement potentia■i ies
?? ? ?
?
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to the optimal 1eve1 for each person. Physical
education instructlon concentrates on the development
of selected neuromuscular skiI1s, on fefinement of
. fundamental movement patterns basic to specific ski11s.
Bookwalter and VanderZwaag (5) belleved one of the prlmary
ahd indispensibl-e contributions physlcal education has made
to human development was neuromuscular development (sports
habits and st<itts).
If one accepts the eontention that motor skil-l
.learning is a'pri-mary and essehtial objective of Dhysical
education'and. that shared decisj-on-making has multiple
benefits for both teacher and student, then a need exists
for research to determine the effects of decision-making on
J
motor ski1l learnlng. Hence, .based upon the above statement
and the recommendatlons of Mancini (80) and Martinek (81'),
this study was undertaken to determlne the effects of
decisi-on-making on learning specif ic motor skll-l-s. In .'-'-'--"
keeping with the studie's of Mancini (80) and Martinek (81),
this study used elementary chlldren as subjects and gymnastic
skills as the specific motor skillS to be studied.
Scope of Problem
This study was conducted to determi-ne the effects of
teacher,,rdecision-maki-ng and s-hared decision-making teaching
approaches on learning gymnastic skifls. The subjeets (N=,-
132) were.fifth and sixth grade boSls and girls attendi-ng
South Hill and Enfield Elementary School-s, Ithaca, New York.
After six weeks of instructlon, data were collected from both
??
?
・                                                                          4
gro師,1」gl五置す httL・昴 島 t轟ゞ Gy理,asttiC■Sズi■l_ET■uttiOnittτ』≧
(Appendi苓 ■).  Pata were recorded, re■iabi■ty of the test
■nstrument was estab■ished, and fina■■y a mu■tivar■ate
ana■ys■s of var■ance was app■ied to test for sign■icant
differences between groups at the .05 1eve■ of confidence.
Statement of Problem
The problem was to determine the effects of teacher
decision-making and shared decj.sion-maki-ng models of
teaching on learni-ng gymnastic ski11s.
Hypothesis
The fol-towlng" hypothesis was formulated:
There will be no significant differe'nce in [-yin-
nastic -sk111 lb-arning -a3 measured -by the El-ementary-Gym-
*..*-..---:t=-1- -=:--T_.ru-&$- --'.,---=-Ir* 
_ 
o- 
_..;'... l:.-
nastic Skll1 EVafuatlon'Scale--between-the'tbacher -decision-'
making teaching model group. and the shared decision-making
teachirig model group.
The
l.
abi■ity in
'      2.
sufficient
3.
Assumptions of Study
following were 'assumption's of the study:
The subjects performed to the best of their
both class and test environments
The six-week instr.uctional unit all-owed"-
time for learning the ski1ls presented.
The Elementary Gymnastic Skill Eval-uation Scale
(Appendix- A) administered to the subjects yielded valid
,=・■・‐十:=ミキ‐―‐‐イ rヽ」
～ff争■贅―
■手二・、.
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data to test the hYPothesis.
4. The teachers uti-l-ized in the treatment phase
were of equal teaching ability and performed to the best
of their abitity each treatment period '
5.Thetestersemployedduringdatacollection
,were equal in terms of ability, obiectivity, and'a1I
performed to the best of bheir ability '
Defin■tiOn of Terms
-1正駄 護、一蒔mnastic Sk■■l Eva■uation_=Scale:~This it,
?、
?
ttt」w∫s:乱Aζ蓄乱L訥て了■τain。ヽ:∫ざcFive「ratキngS○ヽ■■
´
:T_Iこ
輌砧JttJτも蔽 3蒜語Uき書―電:ギJ石品′毛」文t驀歌とⅢ・ むm.
Specifically, it was devised to diagnose tearning in the
foll-owing gymnastic events: tumbling, paralle1 bars, ropes
used similarly to stiI1 rings, uneven para11e1 bars,
balance beam, and vaulting (Appendix A) '
Gymnasticskill:Gymnasti-cski]-lreferstothe
ability to perform specific neuromuscular tasks on
gymnastlc apparatus. For the purpose of' this study, these
tasks wiif refer to those measured by the Elementary
lGymnastic Ski■■ Eva■uation._Sci■e・(Appendix A)。
Teacher DeciSion―Mak ng Teaching Model: ThiS refers“
to the physica■ education program,in which the teaёher made
the fo■■ W■ng dec■S■Ons: class organ■zatio , curr■culum
se■ectiOn, time a■10tment for Student activ■ty, he degree
Of student inVO■Vement in each activ■ty, and the COntrO■ Of
the class (8o).
?．
Shared Dec■s■on―Making Teaching Model:・ This refers
to the physica■  education program in which the students were
encouraged to make the fo■■ow■ng depis■on : c■ass
organ■zation, curr■cu■ m se■ction, time a■lotment for
student activ■ty, amount oF student invo■vement in each
activ■ty, the degree of teacher ■nvo■vement in each activ■ty,
and the control of the c■ass (8o)。
De■imitations of Study                     ‐
The fol■owing weFe de■imitations of this study:
■.  On■y two schoo■s, South Hil■  and Enfie■d
E■ementary Schoo■s, Ithaca」New York, were utilized for
this study.                   、
2.  The only instructiona■ unit used in this
study was gymnastics.                                 `
3.  Only one testing instrument was employed, the
E■ementary Gymnastic Skil■ Eva■uation Sca■ e (Appendix A)。
4ら  The treatment period met for 30-minute periods,
twice per week, for s■x weeks.
5。 F¨or adlゴn■L品高千ひieOsibilltyぅnine・paiFs_占
budgeS W鼻島百きぎ1品亀dill識戸ぜitttept・∴・■1'・il・
6.  On■y those sえills that the students were a■lowed
to practice for a m■n■ma■ amount of time were assessed.
Limitations of Study
The following were limltations of this study:
1. The results may be applied only to those
ヽ 、            ｀        ｀  …   ~~|
1
1
7=
teaching models uti■ized.                             .
2.・ The findings cou■d on■y be inferred to fifth
and sixth grade chi■ dren from~S:outh Hill and Enfie■d
E■ementary Schoo■s, Ithaca, New York.
3.  The objectivity of the test as administered      l
by nine pairs of individuals.                              "
 ヽ         4.  The rbsults are only・app■icable to a
.gymnastic unit of instruction.                               、
5.  The resu■ts may depend upon the amount of
practice afforded by one method as contrasted w■th the
other.
‐     鶴  ′
,        Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The following is
this study. This chapter
areas': (1) categories and
(2) theorles on teaching
(3) 'research on teaching
( 4 )' research cjn gymnastic
gyinnast ic "skill- learni-ng
-tur-:a.r'eview of literature relevant to
il' sutoivided into the following
definitlons of teaching methods,
methods and motor skil1 learning,
methods and motor ski11 learning,
learning, and (5) assessment of
and performance.
Categorles and Definitions
oi Teaching Methods
Educational- methodologies have been defined and
,i
cptegorri-zed in different ways and by different individuals".
The folltiwing is a br:ief revierir of what some of these
lndividuals have wr.itten'regarding lnstructlonal appioacf,"s.
o.
Traditional teaching and learning-were characterized'
by"three theories according to SkLnner- (35). The theories
/-- : - -_ --g_+-.,F- '"'*.'uLto whibh he :f{-f erreA-..w6re 
-f earniiig .nV 'doing, -learnilne-;ft'O*fr
experience r. and learning by trial and error. He felt they
.represented the three essential parts of any'set of
contlngencies of reinforcement. The first theory--learnlng
by doing--emBhasj-zed response. The seeond--learning from
experience--presented the oceasion upon which the fesponse
≒ 三キ TL _―‐_ _一 ^ 一ヽ一 ―
=一
occurred.  The
emphasized the
theories,,wrote
did nOt
third th orY--tearning bY trial
consequences of response. Eabh
Skinner (35:5),F~were_■ncQttD■ete
and error――
of these
fort´ hёy_
. . 。 .fu■■y deSCr■be the cOntingenc■es of   _、、. ´二ヽ
re■nforcement under which behav■or anges. . .1._ But~no
ond part can be studied entire■y by itS ■f, and a■・■.
three parts must be recogn■zed in formuating any given
■nstance of ■earn■g。                             ・
Six distingu■shable var■eties of learn■ng were
described by Gagne (■2).  The degree of deciSiOn―making
between student and teacher varied with each of Gagnき's (■2)
s■x lnstructiona■ modes.  The first he descr■bed as the
tutoring sessiOn.  The tuto■ing s ssiOn was an interchange
between student and hiS 'ltutorll which had been preceded by
reading by the student and was fO■■Owed by dditiOnal
readings.  In thiS mOde, few or nO decisiOns were made by
the student.  Few Or nO dec■s■ons were made by the student
in the Second mode――the ■ecture sessionメ which consisted of
oral commun■cation by the teacher to the studёnt.  Dec■s■on=
making dom■nOnce by the teacher was carr■ed into the third
mode―rthe recitatlon c■ss, whiCh was devoted to assessment
oF student feedback by the teacher.  Dec■s■on―making
ユnte■actttOn‐llρtween Student and teacher was found in the
discuss■on class.  ThiS fOurth instructiona■ mode was
designed to Search out the nearest and remOtest implicationS
Of what had bёen ■earned.  The degree of dec■s■on―making
assumed・by the studentS Was dependent upOn how much a
teacher was wi■■ing to grant them.  The ■aboratory situation
9
■0
……the fifth modё……found its purpose ■n pre nting a stimu■us
s■tuation that brought the student into contact w■th actua■
objects and events.  The degree.of shared decisiOn―making・
was dependent upon the way in which the stimu■ us was
presented and the response e■ic■ted.  The fina■ ■earn■g
血ode was homeworko  Several forms were identified, such as
se■f―■nstruction, practice of Fpre【ヽously〕iearnどdiもubj ct
matter, and organ■ zation of activ■ ties.  The amount of     .
decision―making shared by the student and teacher in this
mode would be contingent upon the form of presentation。
In ■953, Kapp and Hagman (20)proposed several
teaching sty■es.  Simi■ar ty between these sty■ es and
C´agne'sl(12)modes of instruction was noted.  Kapp‐and
Hagman's (20)methods discovered:
■.  The rec■tation method as a classroom technique
and the response―to―c mmand as an activity or gymnasium
method bdth character■zed  raditional approach w■th
emphasis placed on external discipline and narrOW SCope of
outcome.
2.  The ■ecture method served its purpose ■n
organ■z■ng ■arge Fiettds of  nowledge, seg´egatin  a
・particular body of i,fOrmation, presenting ■ittle―ava■able
or new・information, or synthesi・zing information from many
sources.
3.  The initia■ plirpose of the project method was r｀｀
tO~面質ユlftta」icぎ聯夢「τhenstudltF‐.T_d・・earIE主導iじ手』キ」
4.  A directed―study method related to assignments
■■
of outs■de work.
5。  ・Di7ected―practice propOSed outs■de assignments
for practiCe Of motOr ski■■S.                     `
6.  Undertaking c■sswork as a group 6ro」ect was the
ma」Or Characteristic Of the sOCialized method.
7.  Pupi■―teacher p■ann■ng was cons■dered a type Of
method Since students ■earn d thFOugh the procesS Of
p■ann■ng the■r learn■ng exper■ences.
8.  The gro,p―diSCuss■on method was be■ieved useFu■
in prob■em―so■ving situations that arose in connectiOn with
physical education.
9。  ihe chief va■u  of the demonstration method waS
judged tO be organization of class or group WOr` tOWard
preparation for a pub■ic performance.
■0.  Individua■iZed instructiona■ methods Were based
upon the princ■p■e that earning ■s high■y ■ndividua■ized;
each student dOes hiS OWn learn■ng。
A conviction of Kapp and,Hagman (20)was there was
no one best methOd, rather tbaching techniques shOuld be
adapted to the time, p■ace, and purpose of what iS taught.
They advocated shared deCiSiOn…making with the Statement:
Current research.cOnc■us■ve■y supports the _
::i!:i:::iellill::iel::illi:e:: ]]i:]:lll:::::li::I:♀
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(20:■00)。
When he discuSSed COntemporaFj phys.ca■ ducatiOn
l2
methodologles, Straub (37) placed them into three categories.
Humanlstic styles, the first category, centered the teaching-
learning process on the student, not the teacher and wer"e
characteri-zed by ( a ) self -chosen currlculum, ( b ) l-ectures '' '
the leasttuTilized instructiona1 method, (c) each student
"";.;r;="r;; ,n"r"'o*., a'ssisnmen!s, 
(d) a 1ow regard ror
standardized, tests, and (e) grades elther self-determi-ned or
considered a relatively unimportant learning index.
Behavloristie learning styles composed the second category
and focused on the acquisition of subject matter. Operant
.conditioning was employed to bring about responses desired
by the teacher. The third classification was systems styles
which utilized model-s that reveal sequential steps to bring
about changes in the behaviors of students '
Beforepresentingfourmodelsunderwh,lchthey
believ'ed teaching approaches could be placed, Si-nger and
Dick (34:28) asserted:
Anyone who is lnvolved in educati-on knows that many
teaching approaches exist, that some are more appealing
than ot[eri- and that no parti-cular'one will satisfy all
students.
The first of the four modets presented by singer and
Dick (34) was .i_nformation processing. The purpose of the
methods lncluded in this model were the acqui-sition of a-]
skiIls and. knowledges. several methods placed in this modeL
were lecture.method, drill method, and trial- and error'.
when a teacher dlrected learning toward effective 11ving
wit.hin ourselves and society, the method employed fell- into
the domain of social- intbr.action model. Methods of this
:
13
nature」attempted tO ■mprove not on■y occupationa■ and
f                           ‐                    ・                               (  .
persona■ ski■■s, butt  pc■a■ interactions and human re■ations
as we■i. ,、Singer and Dick・(34)observed a socia■ interactittn
mode■ per se did not ex■st ror phys■cal education。
Indiv■dua■ized and programmed instruction, problem…o■v■ng,
and creativity permeated the third mode■――persona■ sourc'es.
It was thought a teacher who wished tδ r spect individua■
differences and encourage the development of persona■f^  l´^ |
express■on of movements should utilize a personal sources l‐1
mode■.  Movement education and the prob■em―so■v g methdd
were two examp■es of this model.  Behav■ or modification, the
fourth mode■, re■ied on the teacher contro■■ed env■ronment
to shape an individual's course of action.  According to
Rushall and Siedentop (27:155), these methods resu■ted in
''errorless learning and clearll
ξbl商語占rtteci∫ic goa.s.
Perhaps one or the mOst recent v■ew  on phys■a■
education methods was δffered by the Amer■ can Assoc■atiOn
for Health, Physica■  Education, and Recreation (AAHPゴn) (1)
in ■976.  AAHPER based its methδus c■assifications on the
objectives of the teacher.  In cohort instructiσn the F‐イ‐‐L
subject matter and its characteristics were the major
determ■nants of teaching behav■or.  Inclus■ve ■ncohort
■nstructiOn were those strategies which led the teacher to
|
.     ■4
teiach' the. Sahre' thing, to every student , at the same time, and
ia,
in the same.manner. Alf students w'ere required to practice
in the same w&V, at the same rate, for the same amount of
timd and were subjeeted to the same standards anil same
criterla for achlevement evaluation. The learning
characteristics of the student determined teaching behavlor
in the individualized instruction. Those styles whlch led
the teacher to adapt objectives (ends) or content, --'-
i-nstruction, and practice (means), or all-these elements to
,",produce the "most appropriate match with the characteristics
of individuai students were included in this category. The
decision-making process in the individualized approach may
be controll-ed b:r- the teacher, the student(s), or shared by
both. The third instructional- type, personal-ized learning,
had two meanings. According to AAHPER (1:13):
' The generi-c term was intended to encompass all
methods of instruction in which students, or students
.. 
in concert with the teacher; undertakb to adjust what'is"to be learned to the' needs and chaiacteristics of
, 
the l-earner.
This meaning apirears to have much of the decision-maklng
shared betweerr the student and the teacher. The second
meaning may also be considered a type of shared declsion-
making mode1. This meanlng deflned personalized learning
&S, t'any version of individuallzed instructi-on in whlch
there is use of , or .emph3sis upon, the l.earnerrs involve-
t 
_gf 
--*_:..-.,-_.
ment with others in the ]earningt'.-(l--:13):, Humanistj-c"I,i: 
-::1
instruction completed the instructlonal typing. Once again,
in this learning styfe, many of the classroom declsions
―
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appeared to tje. shared by both teacher and student. The
lnstructlonal methods that fe11 fnlo the humanlstic domain
were stated as:
Any version of ihdividua'lized instruction which in
addiltlon to a strong component of personal-ization
through social transactlons, stresses primacy of the
individualrs feelings, the value of long-range o'utcomes
such as sel-f-actualization and personal awareness and
lnvol-vement 'in such processes as contlnual self-
exami-nation and open communj-cation with others i-n the
learning environment,-, ('f :f4).
Mosston (23) emphasized the decision-making process
as the grounds for his seven styles of teaching spectr:um.
Many.'of the styles he presented in 1,966 have become common
terms in physical education. The decisions referred to in
l4osstonts (23') styles concerned the three areas defining a
teaching style--pre-cIass decisions (planning), execution,
and eval-uation. Within the realm of each area, various
declsions had to be made. The person or persons making
these decisions determi-ned the style emptoyed. Command
sty,le had a1l- decisions made by the teacher on1y. In-the
task method the student was able to begin sharing in
decisions regarding pre-c1ass preparation, lesson execution,
and achievement evaluation. There'was a gradual increase
in sharing decisions in reci-procal teaching, smalI groups,
indivldual programs, guided discovery, and problem-sohiing.
The flnal sty.le, termed creativity by Mcisston (23), had
almost aI] the decisi-ons being made by the student.
Based on Mosstonts (2, styles, and decision-maklng
concepts, Mancini (80) developed two teaching models
designed to explore the effects of deC■S■on―making r,
千
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apprttaches on attitudes and interaction patterns.  The           t
teacher oeciSiOn―making OpprOach had the teacher make the        l
i
dec■s■ons re■evant to a■■ aspects of the phys■ca■ ducation
program, whi■e t e children dec■s■on―making approach
enσOuraged the children to share in decisions pertinent to
c■ass oFgan■z tion, execution, and eva■uation. It was these
identical models'which were investigated in this study to
ascerta■n the■r effects on gymnastic ski■■ ■e rn■g。
Mosstbn (23)Was the first to use decision―makiig
as the bas■s for defin■ ng teaching methoごs.  His s yles
were based on the ■nteraction or process of the classroom,
whi■e others have determ■ne  m thodo■ogica■ class■fications
based on the structure and/or objectives of the classroom
(1,■2,20,34,35,37)。  In ■iterature reviewed, an
inatructional method existed, in various forms, in which the
teacher dom■nated the c■assroom and the dec■s■ons applicab■e     .
to the operation of that class.  A method also existed,          lⅢ
again in farキous fOrms, in which the student was a■■owed        i
■nput regarding the learn■ng exper■ence。   .
Theor■es on TeachinL MethOdS
and Motor Ski■■ Learning
lヽ           According tO Mosston (23),′an increase in student
4    deC■SIon…making promoted.an increase ■n motor skill
deve■opmenter He inferred thaじ increaseo こocia■, emotiona■,
and inte■lectua■ heve■Ophent Oflthe student wil■ be
■              L
、 1、た      ｀
、 accompanied by ■n9reaSed phygical‐deve■opment.  The teacher
facilitated th6se,deve■tpmentも by a■■owing the student
L =r
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freedom to make certain decisions regarding his learning.
The shared decisj-on-making model was a freeing process;
therefore, a student was free to explore and discover hls
capabi'lities and limitations. The student was also free
from pre-determined standards. of performance. This freedom
, 
allbwed the student to.develop new insights into physlcal
activity which were both exciting and enjoyable for him.
Gilliom (13) echoed similar philosophy and felt that
by allowing the student to make decisions and choices he
will find a variety of, and add to, his knowledge of
movement ski11s Sheyfurther concluded that- the student wil-l-
also become self-motivated--a powerful teachi-ng too1.
In support of movement education, a method in which
students were allowed to share in the decision-making
process, Dauer ( B: 55 ) wrote:
Since ehildren have a desi-re to express themselvesphysically, as wel-I as i-n other. ways, sati-sfaction of
this desi-re can o!1y be obtained if the children have r
a measure of choice and opportunity to exercise I
lndividual-ity. {
I
Si-nger (33) observed that no firm evidence existed i
'to support a stand for either the traditional- or problem-
solving teaching approaches in regard to all types of motor
skil1 learning. He stated that although arguments can be
justified for either method, consideratlon must be given fuo
the nature of the ski11, its rel-ation to other material
being taught, and the objectlves of the teacher.
Stallings (36) appeared to agree with Singer (33) by
identifying three factors which she believed contributed to
・ I  
‐
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the performance and ■earn■g of motor ski■■s.  The three
factors identifiёd by Sta■■ ngs (36)舌ere the state・pr he
learner, the nature of the skiI■, and the methods ttf
instructiono  Stallings (・36:■36)expanded the third iactOr
by statゴng:
We need to move into a more "openii and f■exib■
fraiework‐than the traditional ii■essonり a■owso  While
::::gth: I『:甘lI::ni. l:liltleI:}n::d I:al:孟:1::r tl:
individua■s, not groups or c■asses, learn.  A priority
■nstructiona■  task wou■d seem to be the sequenc■ng of
■nstruction on an ■ div■dua■ ■evel.
Support was ■ent to Stallings' statement by Schurr
(30): Who concurred the framework of instruction must be
flexib■e.  Hёr rationa■e was al■ ch■dren do not respttnd to
all methods equal■y we■■.  Therefore, a teacher must be
ready to change methods rapidly and` productive■y when
change ■s demandёd・by the s■tuatiOno  Regardless of the
method utilized by the teacher, he must be cogn■zant of how
a student learns a motor skill and apply the pr■ncip■es of
■earning“to the″chosen methodo  According ルo SChu r (30),
it was the responsibirity Of the teacher to supp■y the ‐
,, 
setting, opportuni-ties, inspirations, and experiences for
eaeh'student to suedeed within his own abilitiei and
capacities.
Cratty (7:310) asserted "an' instructor shoul-d be
preparedandab1etochangethemannerinwhichhe.-
approaches the instructibn of a group or individual, rather
than to adhere to preconcej-ved guide lines. r' An effectiire
i-nstructor should be capable of utilizing several klnds of
??
…  …     …  l
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sensory input; i. e. kinestheti-c, vi-sual, and verbal. Due to
differing maturation levels of students, the sensory input
or. learning rtcuestt differed in their meanings for the
student s .
A reasonable amount of freedom for individuality was
more effective in 1eve1s attained and more economi-cal in
terms of 
.progress per unit ti-me , according to Davis and
WaIlis (9). A-learner may have reached his physiological
improvement limlt by using one method, but further
improvement may be found by emplbying new methods.
Further insight into the conditions affecting motor
learning was presented by Barrow (3:273):
In learning motor skilIs, there are vast individual
differences found, among members of any group normally
distributed. These di.fferences are due to such factors
as prevlous experience, growth, development, maturation,present ability, innate capacity, and attitude towardphysical activity.
The factors affecting motor learning over which the teacher
had dlrect infl-uence were goa1s, feedback, practice.,
motivatlon, and mental practlce. 'It was withln these
parameters that the teaching method was born, and it was
al-I the factors which were taken into consideratlon when
selecti-on of the instructlonal- method was made.
Hellison (16:94) proposed the selection of the
teaching method be left primarlly to the student.
If his feeli-ngs (student) are uniquely his, and if
his potentialities are unique to hlm, only an lndlvidua1
program with himself as the chief consultant can fu1ly
me'et his needs and actualize his potentiallties.
Broer (6) bel-leved in order for effective learning
20
to take place, the student muSt be invo■ved beェond merely
go■ng through the motions descr■bed and demonstrated by the
teacher.  The student had to become invo■ved in ana■yzing
his movements, considering the possible so■utions, and then
dec■ding which movements have the best pOtentia■  for his
purpose.  Telling a Student exactly what to do has been an
■mposs■ble demand.  She felt requ■r■ng students to perform
■n exactly the same way, regand■ess of phys■cal 
emotional make―up‐, may have actually interfered w■th,ski■l
deve■opment.
Godfrey and Kephart (■4: 1´3■)w Ote:
Movement pattёrns can be.taught, buit the method of
teaching differs from the usual direct instructional
method of teaChing a ski■l or skills.  Fundamenta■■y,
movement patterns should be ■earned rather than taught。
They are child―Centered rather than teacher―centered
activ■ties and shou■d be taught・ as such.  The most
'effective and des■rab■e approach is ■ndirect elic■tation
rather than direct presentation.  The under■ying cOncept
behind this method of teaching movement patterns ■s onet of setting the stage, ihdicating・what t・o do, and helping
the chi■d to do it3 rather than selecting the specific
activity, telling him how to do it, and directing him
in doing it。
.      Siedentop (31:194)suggested:
The.a■m of phys■ca■ education ■s to ■ncrease human
鮮1墓量十撃蘇竃:ボ耀誓i幕粛黒事「
}i
ln order to.meet his aim, siedentOp (31:■95)proposed the
following objectives for physical education:  ・
■l  ´development objective――bring‐about a state of
[:3:::]:i。 
°r p・ay■ng the.ra,tivities or physical
2.  CQunseling objective.―provide an opportunity for
plごyers to match their int9rests and abilities to・~‐・ ~ ・
various activities with the.help、of the physical′ヽ`′
21
education teacher
3. skill- obj ecti-ve--develop competencles in theplayerst chosen field.
Contemporary theories appeared to advocate allowing
the student a certain amount of choiee in his learning (. '
(3,6 
,T ,B ,9 ,13,14 ,16 ,23 ,30,31 ,33 ,36) . Allowing f or the
student to make choices or decisions was bel-ieved'to
i-ncrease the effectivendss of the learning experience,
increase the acceptance of the student as an individual by
,...
the teacher, and involve the student in the learning
process, thereby lncreaslng his learnlng potential.
Research on Teaching' Methods-
and Motor Ski1l Learning
The fo■l w■ng is a rev■ ew of the research regarding
teaching methods and the■r effects on motor ski■l learn■ng。
The methods studied and the ski■l learn■ng as essed var■s
LWith the research effort.  However, particular attention has
been pa■d to the dec■s■on―making invo■ved w■th each method        .
and its effects on motor skil■ learn■ng。
・  A・comparative study on a c'ombination program of low
organ■zatiOn games and movement exp■oratio  to one of
structuredi motor skill instruction was conducted by Masche
(55).  The purpose'was to determine any differences in motor
perFormance development in second grade students.  The            ・
exper■menta■ group rece■v d instruction ■n vol■eybal■ and
basketba■■ ski■ls for 10 weeks.  The contro■ group was
presented a program of ■ w,Organizationalヽgames and movement
exploration for the same time period.  
・M ~gnig6nsls~Mδザor
ヽ
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Performance.Tёst for E■ementary sCh00■Chi■dren (55)Was
emp■oyed for the pre― and posttest of both groups.  It was
found that the method of´structured ski■■ instruction was .
super■or to that of movement exp■oration and ■ow organi「: ・  ｀
zation playo  Masche (55)further cOnc■uded tha  a
structured program was of greater cha■lenge and interest to
the studentS than was a program of 10w organization and「 ヽ |
movement exp■orationo  However, one poss■ble reason fOr the‐
outcome of, resultO was the experimenta■ group was taugh
the test items during the instructioη periods, while the
control group rece■vednno such instruction。
、        s■m■■arty between・the studies conducted°by
Masche (55)and Kengie (77)Was notedo  Rざng■et(77)COmparedヽ
the effectiveness of two methods of instruction, a movement
exploration program and a conventゴonal game―centered method,
on the perfOrmance of firsti grade chi■dren ■n se■cte
motor activ■ties.  The resu■ts ■ndicated that those chi■dren
hav■ng the m'さvement exp■oration program scored sign■ficant■y
better in 」ump■g and throwing ability, while no ttdifference
was found in the 30‐yard dash.    ・                 ・
A study conducted by Lackey (78)a■so cOmpared a
program of teacher instruction tσ a program of movement
educatiOn using second grade students.  Each group was
adm■n■stered treatment for a one―year per■od, after which
a motor ability ano a phySiCa■ fitness test were given.
Lackey (78)found no significant differences between the
two groups oh｀eit er of the two tests.
「‥
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Movemerit education or exploration is a program that
was presented via problem-solving methods of instruction -
(13).' As mentloned ear]ier, such methods allowed the
--.*. .\-- 
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students declsions-tregarding the execution and evaluation
.
of the learning (23,34).
A program of teacher-directed instructibn was
compared to programmed instrubtion in a study conducted by
Farrell (441. The subjects (trt=9t) received instructionlin
the forehand" and backhand drives of tennis for seven 5O-
minute periods. Four separate individua1s served as
instructors'. The Broer-Mi-ller Forehand-Backhand Drive Test
and a Wa11bfriaro"i;-were used as pre- and posttest
indtruments. Analysis of covariance results led Farrell
(44) to conclude !h" two instructional methods to be equally
effeetive i-n devel-oping motor skills
A study comparing traditi-onal and programmed methods
was also complet.ed by Neuman and Si-nger (56). The subjects
were 40 college students. They found ljthe traditional
learning methods and programmed learning differed litt1e 1n
the effect on the*general tennis skill ability and playing
ability of groups whlch ]earned ty these method.s ( 56:1047 ) . "
They also found the tradit:-onaf group improved signiflcantly,
while tiie 'other group did not, and that "'the programmed
method produced significantly better ratings of form. This
led Netiman and Singer (16) to concl-ude the traditional
'method of instruction may be mord beneficial to beginning
tennis groups, whi-le'+a programmed method may be more,- -'------.._
―
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appropriate for advanced groups
Programmed learning, accordlng to Skinner (35),
defined what a student was to fearn. Such a progrr* *""
:
organized into a logi-ca1 series of smal-l. steps using
questlons whi-ch the student answered. Each student was
encouraged to proceed through the sequence at his own rate.
In terms of deci-sion-making, thls meant the student would
share in. decisions regarding the execution phase of his
learning.
hen Singer and Galnes (58) investigated the
transfer effects produced by cued and trial-and-error
learning of a serial motor task, they reached conclusions
simil-ar to those of Neuman and Singer (56).- The conclusi-ons
reached 1n the study by.Singer and Gaines (58) were the
learning of a task without previous experlence is favored
under heavily cued and prompted conditlons, and the learning
of a second task is favored after the first task has bben
learned under,rproblem-solving condltlons. Heavi-ly cued and
prompted condi-tions were analogous to traditional teaching
approaches, while problem-solvlng was indicative of nbwer
ftethods.
. 
Kapl'an (76) compared problem-solving and traditional
methods of lnstructlon using college male health classes.
He found both groups 's'cored equally well in factua1
informatlon, but the problem-solving group showed a
significant increase in problem-solving ability.
The taSk method of teaching ■s simi■) to the
“
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programmed style because each student has been presented
w■th spec■fic tasks that he must complete and makes
dec■s■ons regarding“ the rate of comp■etion.  The student may
a■so share ■n the dec■s■ons regarding the eva■ uation of the
cOmp■eted tasks.            .
A compざrative study in which two groups of 30
co■lege ma■es were taught the forehand and backhand tenn■s
strOkes was completed by Mariani 154)卜. one grOup received
■nstruction v■a command style while the other rece■ved
■nstruction by the task method.  The treatment per■od met
two ttours a week for s■x weeks.  Pre―, post=ち and retention
tests were adm■n■stered each student.  Data ana■ys■s
revealed the task methodisuperior to commahd sty■e in
tёaching the backhand tenn■s dr■ve3 however, no between
methods difference.was found fttr the Forehand dr■ve.  Both
groups improved significantly as evidenced on the posttest.
A■though both groups showed a=6~cl‐ day regresigion ■n~‐r´
skil■, the task method group scoreo S■gnificant■y higher
on the retention test.
. Dougherty (71)Studied the effects of Mosstttn's (23)
command, task, and indiv■dual program styles of teaching in
the development of phys■cal fitness and motor abi■ity in
co■lege freshman ma■es.  He concluded the goals sought and
factors such as student and teacher persona■ities, d term■ne
the l'best'i teaching style.  If the goal was to produce rapid
fitness and motor abl■ity development, then the command
style approach would be more su■tab■e.  If the goal of the
i     .J
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classroom was one of deve■ttp■ng student indopendence and
■nvo■vement or ■ndiv■dua■ attention, then e■ther the task or
■ndividua■ program sty■e of、teaching wou■d be best.ヽ
A s■m■■ar study w■th col■ege freshmen was conducted
by Wi■son (87).  He compared the effects of individua■ized
and non―i dividualized instruction upon physica■  fitness,
m｀otor ability, and physical educati6ri knowledgbo  Wilson ′
(87)fOund the group which reCeived individua■ized 11・
inStructiOn ■mproved sign■ficant■y in bttth phys■cal fitness
and motor ability.  An ■mprovement in general knowledge of
physica■=education was also found。
・  A comparative study by Young ('89)determined the
effectiveness of the traditional and the ■ndiv■dua■ized
■earning methods.  Following 10 weeks of tennis instruction,
a knowledge and a ser■es of ski■■ tests were adm■n■stered to
the two groups of 15 Subjects.  Young (89)fOund the
■ndiv■dualized group to be super■or ■n tenn■s know■edge and
.serv■ce ski■■, while no difference was found between the
two groups on the remairiing variables.   .
√
Cёntract teaching, as.さelined by Minich (82), was an
agreement betWeen a student and teacher specifying a・reward,
・二usually a'grade, contingent upon the completion of a_    ,′
spec■fied task.  In such an hpproach, dec■s■ons may be
shared by thё student and teacher in al■ spect′s of the
c■assroom w■th the poss■ble exception be■ng final eva■uation.
Minich (82)undertook a study to determine any differences
in badminton skill acquisition and game knowledge between
27
c■asses using contract一teaじhュng and O■asses uti■iz ng
traditiona■ instructiono  The‐subjects were 6o sophbmore
high schoo■ girs.  Both groups were pre=・and poぎttごsted
using the Mi■■ r Wa■ Vo■ley test (r=。8■), the French.Short
Serve test (r〒166), and a written knowledge test (r=.76).
The traditional grttup was super■or ■n know■edge test
resu■ts, while no differences were found on either of the
skill tests.
つ
A traditional approach to teaching was studied by
CrOOm (70)′in an experiment with ■00 ごollege women.  At the
comp■etion of the 32-session, eight_week program, the Scott
Motor Abttlity Test was given each of the subjects.  Croom
(70)COncluded the traditional style more effective in
■mprov■ng the general motor ability of col■ege women.
An auto―■nstructiona■ method, a teacher…directed
approach, and a combination auto―■nstructional and teacher―
directed program were compared asito the■r effectiveness ■n
■earning archery by Austin (66)。・  At the cttnc■usion of a
three―week instructittnal per■od, knowledge Ond the AAHPER
,Archery Skil■Tests were adm■n■stered to the 45 sOphomore
high school female subjects.  The results indicated・no
difference ■n the effect of the three methods upon skill
or‐know■edge acquisition。
A compar■son of the effects of two methods of
inStruction in develop■g.physical fitness and creative
ability in grade one children was made by Scott (57)。 He
concluded both methods Were equally、eff ctive ■n deVe■ttping
2B
physical fitness, but the l-ess formal method of instructicin
was superior in developing creative ability.
Kindergartein (N=!6) pupils served as subjects in
Springts (85) investigation. The students were placed under
either an autocratic or democratic teacher for a three-week
period. Significantly more task-involvement behavior was
exhibited in the democratic learning cl-imate. More self-
direction was also f,ound in the democratic climate.
Martinek (81) compared a teacherldecision-maki-ng
model of teaching and one of'student decj-si-on-making. The
purpose of this study was to asc'ertain the effects of each
model on the motor ability and sel-f-concept of elemeritary
school children. A self-concept scale and the Schilling
Motor Ability Test (81) were administered the subjects at
the,concl-usion of the lO-week gymnastic program. Thq
results l-ed Martinek ( 81: 102 ) to the f ollowing concl-usions :
. 
When motor skil1 developmen.t in elementary age \
,'chlfdren is the prJ-mary concern for the physj-cal-
educb.tor, a teacher-directed approach appears to be
best. It was also observed that this particular:
approach facilitated a more complete exposure to a
r range of activity for the chil-d
However, fre did find the shared decision-makJ-ng model
superlor in enhranclng the self-cohcept of the chj-ldren
utllized as subjects.
A dharing of declslons took place in a study
conducted by Whilden (62) . A t'eacher-domi-nated class was
compared to a student-dominated class with =seventh grade
girls serving as subjects. When rated by fourbasketball
officials, the teacher-domlnated class received higher
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ratings ■n bas■c  ki■■s, while the student―dom■nat d class
(the grOup which had a share in decision―making), received
higher ratings in know■edge of ru■es, team performance, and
over―a■■ qua■ity of perfOrmance.
Van S■ooten and Kneer (6o)studied the performance
of college students ■n handball be■ng taught by three
different instructional methods.  Each method employed 12
freshman males.  One group rece■ved instruction whereby a■l
dec■s■ons were made by the teacher.  This group referred to
as traditibna■ method by Van S■ooten and Kneer (6o)was
teacher―directed w■th rigid prearranged grading standards.
The contractua■ gro p was a■so teacher―directed, but
students were ab■e to contract for the grade of the■r
ch6iCe.  The ■ndependent study'group perm■tted each student
tO deC■de persona■ go s｀and~31So cOntract for the grade of
the■r choice.  After 10 weeks of instruction, a repeated
wa■―vol■ey ski■■ test for 30 Seconds, a serve placement
ski■l test, and a know■eoge teSt Were adm■n■st red.  Based
on the data collected, it was concluded no difference
ex■sted between the three methods ■n ■ther know■edge or
skil■ acqu■s■tion。                            ‐
A study by Anderscin (42:6■)compared mastery and
■On―mastery ■earn■g s■tuations.         ・
The resu■tS of this study ■end support to the
:i:::::l::三lilil::[::1:l::::ili::::::i::I:斗:g: iling・y
s´hou■d be~On,helping the―studbiL―b6come iivtt■ved'ih=ぜe
learningtp46cessfand―mdint ining the active_^inv61vement
by providing_hュ1.With the neCOSSaF, cogniザiVe.
??
．．
?
．
?
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prerequ■s■tes, he■ping him to ma■n a■n a hiLh affective・
entry ■evel and prov■ding a ■e rn■g env■ronment which
a■lows for ■n■tia■ var■ation ■ student character■stics
by offering varying amounts of・e■apsed ime and・he■p.
To ascerta■n he affective and cogn■tive
consequences of an open education elementary school, Wright
(64)c9mpared、a traditionally organiZed elementary schoo■
to one wりich、Was Open education or■en ed.  After two and
one―ha■f｀years of study, he・found no differences ■n
creativ■ty, locus of control, se■f二esteem, or cogn■tive
deve■opment.  However, the, raditiona■ schoo■ proved
super■or ■n academ■c achievement.  ・
When al■t｀he related research and theor■es were
reviewed and oiscuSSed, it sti`ll remained foi the teacher
in thё field to implement the rindings and conclusェonS・
Regard■ess of´the research and thettr■es perta■n■ng to  .
shared dec■s■on―making, the traditional or teacher―directed
apprOach to teaching was stil■ the mo t w■dely employed.
Perhapsian answer to this can be found in an observation
made by i‐Ioffman (48:56)。
The traditiona■ system ■s relatively easy to
eXeCute, whi■e some of thO newer teaching s,yleS Seem
so physica■ly and 9motiOna■ly exhausting that the
.average physical educatttOn teacher may not be able to
,―:31.号:↓せ■i:越詳獣ゴ』テ♀l:I暮―;詳≒::詰h]:｀3者互:器・、「he‐・po・ssibilijy bF ュnvOIVement in ёttpensivσ lltigation where
chi■dren are given the opづ6rtun■y t  move w■thout'
direct and spec■fic ■nstructiOns ■s rea■ for teachers.
l:::::::!::::i:11::li::I::tal:‐
・
::早『:illl: 晋illstlict
しnt departure fron the
traditiona■ mode of behavュ
備鮮I量犠手∫
blt i・n、thetingl,m2roЧ。・ rpC__
A rev■ew of ■iterature relevant to research on
3■
teachi-ng methods and general and speiific motor skil-1
learni-ng seemed to reveal three di-fferent conclusions..
Perhaps Singer (33) was correct in stating that no firm
evldence exists to support a stand for either the
traditional- or newer methods of'learning in regards to all
types of motor ski1l learning. The studies of Masche (55),
Mb.rtinek ( B1) , IDoughirtvl fli I ; ano cru'o*. ( 70 )'. iooi"ut"o
methods i-n which the teacher made a majority of the declsions
(traditional learning) were best for motor-ski11 1-earning.
-'..
The studies of Spring (85), Wil-son (87), Whilden (621, Young
(89), and the opinions of Gilliom (f3), Mosston (23), Broer
(6), Stallings (36)r Schurr (30), and Hellsion (16) appeared
to.lend support for those instructlonal model-s whi-ch allowed
the students to make certaln declslons. The results of r
studi-es completed by Lackey (78), Farrell (44), Mariani (54),
Van Sl-ooten and Kneer (60), and Austin (66), found no
difference between teaehlng models in which teachers made
the decisions and those model-s in which the decisi-ons were
shared.
Research on GYmnastic Learni-ng
The following is a review of research relevant to
the learning of gymnastic ski11s. Particular attention has
been paid to- the variables influ'encing learning and the
assessment or. gyrna"ii"- l"t".ring and perf ormance.
-.:
One of the earllest investigations into the learning
-l- *-' *;': ". 
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of gymnastic skil■S Was completed inJ■958・by Wickstrom (63).  、
Dёtermination of whether the who■e o e―direct     ′ ・
repetitive method was more effective for teaching bas■
tumb■ing and gymnastic ski■■  was the purpOse Of his study.
Wickstrom (63)defined the who■ e method as presenting and
ヽthen practic■ ng the ski■l as a whole.  The who■e―dir ct
repetitive method was deFined as presenting the whole skill,
segmenting the skill, practicing the parts unti■  learned,
and finally combin■ng the segments to｀complete the whole
skill.  After 14 weeks of instruction, the college male
subjects revealed no learning differences between the
methods in nine of the ■O ski■ls.  The evaluation instrument
was not reported.
College males were al,o utilized in a COmparative      ・
method study by Shaw (84)..  The、methoごs in this investi■r il    ,
ghtion wOre center`ed o孔ac ual skil■ practice, rather than
th9 preseitatlon Of the skilI(1), a Similarity to the         r
. Wickstrom・(63)Study.  Thё ‖Stifti approach wasi an approach,   
｀
■n which stidents`were taughザ a s■ngle gymnastic stunt.  The
second・method,‐the ::phase::‐meth9d, COnsisted of teaching a
b■ocklor Sequenc9 of stunts´.  The data for compariOon were
.provided through four testing situations on two pieces of
apparatus.  The first two tests were requ■red routines on
the apparatus; the remaining tёsts requ red the Subjects to
perform e■ght stunts on each p■ece oF apparatus.  Al■
performances were rated by four judges.  Sttaw (84)9onC■ded
no differences ex■sted between the two methods of skill
」
?
?
??
?．
practice.
Grechus (73) al'tempteO to determine the effects of
videotape feedback on the learning'of the headspring by
college women. The methods presented to both the
experimental and control groups were identical-. 
- 
Each
subject 1n both groups was required to perforrir five head-
springs each treatmen! day. In seven out of the 11
treatment days, each subject in the experimental- group
yiewed one of the five mandatory headsprings. At the
conclusion of the program, three headsprings were videotaped
for each subject in both groups, and three judges rated the
perforniances. No differences were found betweeh the two
groups. Grechus (73) concluded videotape feedback had
litt1e effect upon the learnlng of a selected gymnaStic
skiI1.
Another study coniernlng the effects of feedback
on learnin'g gymnast'ie skil-l-s.-was undertaken by Beebe (67).
She compared' four methods of 
.feedback in the form of
knowledge of performance utilizing seventh and eighth grade
gir1s. 'The'four tested methods were verbal feedback,
videotape feedback, a '{omninatloit of verbal- and videotape
feedback, and feedback 
"or."r=rrrrU of verbal, vldeotape,
and verbal- performance analysis. Beebe (67), l-1ke Grechus
Q3) and Shaw (84), bel-ieved a judglng panel the most
accurate gymnastic assessment measure. Based on ratings of
:n" 
judges, no differences were found between any of the
feedback methods.
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-using four'classes of grade 11 girIs. Problem-so1ving, ?s
implemented in this study, was solving problems or tasks
through exploration. This may be interpreted to mean
student.s were.allowed to make declsions regardlng all three
aspects of the l-esson (23). In fnformal- methods,
progr.essions to tumbling and apparatus stunts were presented
vla demonstration and explanation by the teacher. The two
teachers employed for this study'served as judges to measure
Ithe quality of performance for both groups. No differences
between the two- methods, in terms of performance quality,
were'founi1. However, the problem-solvlng group was able to
master more difficult stunfs. The. probable reason for this
advancement'by the problerG:solvlng group, according to
Ziegler (90),.fay in the group.ts freedom to work at their
own rate. Hence, it would appear that when students were
allowed to make decisions regai'ding their rate of learning,
they prolressed to higher level-s of achievement than those
who did nbt have the opportuni-ty to make such decisions.
. 
Tesch ; ( B6 )-investigated the ef f ect of visual' ai-d
and conventional, instructi-on on the learning of four
selected gymnastic ski11s. The experimental '67ou-p-"were- i
taught the headstand, handstand, cartwheel, r.,a *oundoff by
singl'e concept loop films of each skil1 and a performance
film. Conventi-onaI i-nstruction consisted of lecture-
demonstration by the teacher. There were'10 instructional
periods, after which each of the.10B subjects perfbrmed each
of the four skilIs. A five-member judging panel rated each
36
performancq. No differences between the two groups were'
found. Tt wa's concluded littlb over-aI] benefit was to be
found in. using ]oop films and a performance fil-m in learning
the ski11s.
Grade four chil-dren were selected as a tar'get group
lor the investigation on the effects of self-lnstructive
material? i, learning gymnasti-c ski11s by e'lementary
chlldren. This research uno"l,ro", conducted by Jarvis (50),
:presented each subjeit in the experi-mental group with self-
instructive material-s and allowed the Suijl6Jti'to us" them
in their own way. The 'crrif Oibn were permitted to . work on
the materials every day "at school and home. Guidance and
encouragement'was offered UV tfr"i" 
"rrnsroom 
teacher. The
program was seven months in duration. It is assumed the
control group received no gymnastic instruction as Jarvis
(50) reported on control treatment. The experimental and
contro1 groups were pre- and posttested by two experienced
physical educators. The test administered was designed by
Jarvis (5d) and consisted of seven skil-Is selected from the
47 taught durlng the program. A 0.984 i-nterrater reliability
was reported. Analysis of data by analysis of vaiiance at
the . 01 level indicated that students using self-instructive
materials improved significantly in all test areas. Based
on the evidenee offered'by Jarvists (150) study, it seemed
children learn signiflcantly when ait6weO to make decisions
regarding the when, where, and how much of their instruction.
A study by Longmuir (79) appeared, to be the only
37
gymnastic learning research which used subjects similar to
those used in the current investigation. Longmuir (79)
utllized 3O fifth and sixth grade girls and =d6ys-as subjects
to= study advariced tumbling and gymnastic ski1ls instruction.
Treatment was adminlstered three times weekly for a two and
one-half month period. The subjects were pre- and
posttested on.four interm"ediate 1evel students. A signifi-
cant learning increase on. all 'f our test items were
indicated ny: aata.-analysis. Longmuir,'(Tg)' repoiTed:no
performance differenee between boys and girls or fifth
versus sixth grade children
Grade six girls were subjects in a study of seml-
formal- and informal instructional methods. Wrobel ('BB)
compared these methods to determine their effects on
creativity and gymnastic performance. Data collected
incl-uded ski11 ranki-ngs made by' Wrobel and creativity
ratings made by three judges from the Western fllinois
University fa-eu1ty. No significarit dlfferences in the
amount of creativity or skil-l- perforrhance was found between
the two groups.
So far, the studies reviewed have all been conducted
under research conditions. The followlng were practical
applications of shared decislons to a gymnastic physical
educati-on program.
Geadlemann (46) reported a physical education
program in fowa which gave ful_I responsibility for the
determination of their gymnastic unit structure to the
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students themse■ves.  The students dec■ded he■r      ・
■nstructions method from four approaches offered.  l■■ S■X
girls phys■ca■ eduCatittn c■asses se■ected to work independ―   ´
ent■y on indiv■dua■y estab■ished goa■s.  The c■asses
ranged in size from 29 to 36, combined grades ■0, ■■, and
■2, tand met daily for periods of 53 minutes.  The unit         ・
■asted three weeks.  Once the students estab■ished thёir
personal goa■s, it was the individual'・s res'ponsibility to    ・  ,
obta■n themo  Resources ava■■db■e to the students were“books
from the schoo■library, and the instructor's personal
lttbrary, supёr―eighl ■OOp fi■ms, mimeographed materia■s,If.
other students in the c■ごss, and the instructono  A se■f―´
eva■uation form, completed at the pnd of the un■t, revea■ed
・ the student・s enjoyed thO opportunity to accept responsi―
bi■ity and share ■n the dec■s■on―making process.  Geadlemann
(46:26)conc■uded:・         ・
This pi■ot experience in りletting them do it their
way!i confirms the desirability of p■anning programs
so that students have a share ■n the dec■s■on―making
process and accept respons■bi■ity for dec■s■onS made as .
well as for the■r own learn■ng。
Driscol■ and Mathieson (43)had simi■ar results with
a.high schoo■ gymnastic un■t co ducted in Fram■ngham,
Massachusetts.  The■r un■t was structured a■oAg the l・■nes
of the one reported by Gead■ёmann (46).  However, Drisco■■1    `
and Mathieson (43:27)Cited Certain difficu■ties encountered
with shar■ng dec■s■ons―making:                、
■.  Students were so or■nted t  the command method
which・al■Ows only one resource――thё tea her……that they
had to be taught how to upe Other resources。
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2. Teachers themselves had to learn how to teach
urider conditions of freedom and movement.
Qriscoll and Mathieson (43) did have an over-alI^positlve
react,ion to the program. 
-They summarlzbd by stating:
Students learn more when they take an actlve rolein deciding what it is they are goi-ng to l-earn_and how.
they wbuld like to learn. . a: Tt iJ fioi-siuie To-c6nterlearning on the studeht and his individual goals(\3:zT).
- Practitioners (43,46) and researchers (50,90), al-ike..
appear to have found shJring Oeeislons with the students a
viable means of'enhancing gymnastic learning. Yet, caution
must be taken in such a concluslon as the research and
reported practice is not, &s of this writing, extensive and
the many impllcations of shared deci-si-on-maklng have not l'i
been fu11y explored. A review of literature relevant to :-
research on gymnasti-c learni-ng has indicated a need for .- - -"
further investigation of decision-maki-ng in gymnastic ski11
learning on a.11 leve1s.
Assessment of Gymnast j-c Ski1l
Learning and Performance
The reliable and objective assessment of gymnastlc
performance or ski1l has been an elusive and difficult
measurement to obtain ()1 ,2ll ,29,31) . Myers (2\2467)
identified the cause of the objectivity probl-em when he
stated:
- To 'date measurement of ability in gymnasti-cs and
tuhbl-ing has been largely limited to subj ectivejudgement. The importance of form in this activlty
renders the development of obj6ctive measures difficult.
.   '                   4o
Sincct a test rhas tO be objecルiVe tO be r ■ia ■e,' accorciing
to Safrit (29), a te｀st with questionab■e objectivity is
also one whose re■iabil■ty must be he■d suspect.
To increase¨the objectivity Of gymnastic performance
ratings, Zwarg (65)prёposed a set of guide■ines fOr 」udging
such'perFormances.  The guide■ines, presented inl■935ひWere
one ofithe first of their kind and did much tё・ mprove   l
judging standards (4)。 , Zwarg's r(o5)propOSal wOs designed ,
to.:eva■u te competitive gymnastip exerc■ses u ■ng people
experienced in gymnastics aS jμdgqS・  He be■ieved ttu■ipe
,judges per performance increased the objectivity and thё  ・ ,
consequent re■iabi■ty of the performance rating.  Zwarg ´
、(65)｀fe■t two judges, although three were preferred, lent
the desired objectivity to the eva■uation.
Several~studies (45,49」5■), havb been comp■t ed
dealing with the objectivity of uudg■ng at he Nationa■
,
Collegiate`Ath■etic Association (NCAA)gymnastic m9ets・ 、T'e
first of these ■nv tigations was conducted by Huns■cker.and
LOken (49)in 1950.  The official resu■ts of the NCAA     ｀
gymnastic meet that year were used as data.  Each of the
fivO,」udgeS' SCOreS, the average of the middle three JudgeSl
scores (net ScOre), and the average of the five judges' ^
score (over―a■l score)were intercorre■ated by the produCt―
moment method for the tbn finalists.  The objectivity
coeffic■ents were round to be reasonably high.  On■y one
corre■atiott fel■b ■Ow O.8oo, nine objectivity coeffiCients
fe■ between 018op and o.849, whi■e the rema■n■ng 50
?，
4r
coefficients were O:B5O or higher.
A lO-year fo11ow-up study was completed by Faulkner
and Loken (45) in 1960. The purpose was to evaluate the
effeet juiiging ehanges made within a 1O-year period had'o.n
agredment among judges' in the various events. At that ti-me,
the number of judges had been reduced to four and,the number
of events increased to eight. Out of the possible 48'
intercorrelations, 20 were below 0.800, eight were between
0.800 ang 0.849, and the remalnlng coefficients were 0.850
or higher
The most recent of the studies was uhdertaken by
Johnson (51) in 1970. This 2gi;year. follow-up study assessed
the effects of judging changes sinee the studies' of
Hunsicker and Loken (49) and Faulkner and Loken (45). The
most drastic change since the previous study was the
addition of compulsory routines. Johnson (51) stud'ied the
degree of agieement among the'four judges for both
compulsory and opti'onaI routi-nes on the six Olympic
gymnastic events. Of the posslble T2 correlations, 11.were
below b. goo' (trre lowest belng 01- 410) , 13 were between o. B.oo
and. 0.849, while the rbmaining 4B correlati-ons were above
0. B5O. Johnson ,( 5f ) -f ouhd aI1 b6rr:elations on-the ,b.ompulsory
long horse' (six) below 0.59; the l-owest of all- events.
In comparing the number of corrdlations below 0.800,
the following observatibns were made .frOm tfre three studies
( 45,4 9 ,5ir) z In 1950, less than two percent of the 
-, -t,,t: 
i
correlations *Jrl-in':tiiis category; 1n 1960, approximately
‐  、. ~     ヽ
「
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42 percent3 and in ■970, ■5 percent of the corre■a ions fe■■
here。  工t appeared that fith carefu■cons■deration and
guidelines, acceptab■e objectivity may be obtained in
‐        gymnastic eVa■ua ono  lt a■so seemed five 」udges ■ent
greater objectivity to the performance.ratings・than did
four.  Howeverir it Can nOt be sard for certain whether the
greaterとPbj.ectivity Of the 1950 (49)judges was due to their  ヽ｀
greater inumper,_greater compet9nCe, difFerent standards, or
t        a combination of these var■ables.
.                A study by Heath (75)attempted to address the
questipn of gymnastic judges' competency.  Heath (75)
compared もtu entsi and competent gymnastic judges'
evaluations of Side horsё vaultingo  Groups of s9venth,
eighth, and ninth grade femal.e physical education students
l ・     who had been given a br■ef exposure to・the techniques of
」udging gymnastics were used to judge vau■ts p rformed by
,fe■low students.  Students' ratings were corre■ated with
thOSe Of fiVe jプdges considered competent thrOugh training
iand eXpσr■enceP  Resu■ts ■ndicated all groups were capable
of making valid judgments.  Thobe students without training
made judgments that were not considered valid.l The resu■ts
alloWed tteath (75)tO COnclude competent and valid.ratings
may・be obtained‐`if the judge's had exposure in judging
gymnastics.
When Gauthier (72)compared four methods of
gymnastic performance assessment, he found no one method
superior to the othero  What he did find was that ‐'~    、
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coefficients of relj-abif ity were. closely rel-ated-to the
range of abil-ity of the"performers. In Gauthlerts (lZ)
study, higher coeffi-cients were obtaindd for a hetero-
geneous group of athletes, and lower coefflcients were
determined for a more homogeneous group.
Re'search evi-dence reveal-ed several factors which
may affect the objec,tivity, reliabi1lty, and vafidity of
gymnastic skill- or performance assessment. The studies on
the NCAA gymnastic meets (45,t19,51) indi-cated it was
possible to obtain acceptable reliabilityl howeve",' i6l-s'
rellability may be j-nf l-uenced by several- f actors. Vast
experience and extenslve tralning were not needed'to obtain
valid ratings i-n Heath's study (75). 
. 
Research by Gauthier
(/2) indicated the more diverse a group i-n terms of ability,
the less likelihood of obtai-ning reliable results.
Numerous tests have been developed to measure
gymnastic skil1 performance (50,53,68,74). These tests were
designed tb assess various aspects of gymnastics in
differing age and ability groups. The following tests were
reviewed in an effort'to determine the most appropriate
testing instrument for this study. When none were deemed
appropriate, they were utilized as resources for the
development of the El-ementary Gymnastic Skill Evaluati-on
Scale (Appendi-x A).
A gymnastic skiI1 test for beginning to Iow-
intermediate girls and.women was constructed by Bowers (68).
Its purpose was to evaluate junior high school- through
■    ■   3
col-l-ege women performlng basi'c skitrl-s
events: uneven para1le1 bars, balance
floor exercise, side horse vaulti-ng,
with.the scal-e point description for
in the foll.owing
.beam, free stantiing
and tumbling. Along
each item, a listing
of the most common errors is giveno  While evaluating the
test, Myers.(24:468)stated:
While=more deFiゴite rd■iab.■■ity and object vity
analys■s ■sヽdeS■rab■e, the scale ■s useful・as a
resourceヽor for exper■ mental applicationt              ・・
Myers (24)furザher believed the sCale too detai■ed to`be of
piactica■'use by a c■assroom or phys■ cal education teacher.
Harris (74)proposed a ski■■ proficiency test in   ・
tumbling and apparatus ski■■s for ma■e physica■ education
mヽa」ors.  He started with a battery of 22 items which he
narrowed to s■ x.  Male students at the Un■vers■ty of
North Dakota were used to estab■ish test/re est reliabi■i y
_^    、t― ´ ~~~・~_～―一――― ―_υ__(r=o.865).Barrowてゴ声丁ざ了nよthisirё■iability to be^、_
satisfactory‐and felt、the s■x― tem battery discr■m■nated
well between high, medium, and low skil■ ■eve■s・as judged
by three raters.  There were a pOssib■ 44 pOints to e
earned by a performert  The po■ nts,were div■ ded into form ‐
and execution po■nts■n an effort to reduce confus■on w■th
regard to beauty 6f performance as compared to beauty of
performer.  The s■x ■tems ■ncluded the areas of tumbling,
.trampo■ine, para■lel bars, and horizontal bar.
The ■ack of ava■■ b■e gymnastic tests for elementary
children was a problem encountered by 」arvis (50)F.  TO
measure the effects of self―■nstructiv  mater■als ■n
?
?
??
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■earn■g se■cted motttr ski■■s, he designed a seven―■tem
gymnastic sca.■eo  iThe seven stuntS were se■ected from the
46 ski■■s taught the subjects.  These seven were se■ected
because ■t was believed they general■y showed one or more
of the follow■ ng character■stics: oo dination, balance,
abdom■na■ strength, grip Strength, and arm and shou■der
strength.  A sca■e ranging from zero to five was constructed
based on predeterm■ned standards.  Po■nts were giVen for ^｀
each stunt part performed correctlyo  An ■nterrater
reliabi■ttty score of O■984 was reported for the two
experienced physica■ educators employed as judges.
Thb purpose of a test designed by Larson (53)Was to
motivate, evaluate, grade, and prov■de ■nterclass
competition for elementary children in gymnastics.
Regard■ess of the skil■ or area oe■ng tested, po■n S were
awarded to students as fo■low :
3「poiit二=師面lpセfσ覇酢ざ;セood=fδⅢfaぬ´
⌒｀
know■edge Qf_how to perform the stunt。     ‐.
2 tpoints‐
f｀
fa.r fttrm, but knowledge of how to
perform the stunt.
■ po■nt―mere ability to perform the stunt w■th
extfemely poor form and know■edge of the stunt.
O points――inabi■ty to perform stunt (53:8o)。
No definitions or guidelines for ilgood performancel: versus
i:mere abi■ity to performi: were offeredo  Reliability and
va■idity factors were not estab■ished and no method of
objective eva■uation is presentёd.  This test was made
s■mp■e to enhance ■ts practicality for classroom usage by
both teachers and studentS.  It was not designed for
research purposes.
「
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Gershon (tlT) formulated an apparatus gymnastic '"
knowledge test for college men i-n physical education. The
test was firist administered to 586 male physical education
maj.ors at 21, colleges and universities. The test was then
revised to 1oO items ano 'qomi"T=t""&'to 940 college *rr"
physical educatlon majors at 4O colleges and universities
across the United States. From the results, a set of'--- ;
nati-onal- norms in the form of t schles were presented.
neiiaOility, gbjectivity; and validity of the test and 1ts
.items was established and the subject matter was evaluated
by a competent iur{ of_ educators. A11 te.st items proved 'it-
- 
r:* 'i'significant -for:'use at:the 1,05-_"Ieve1^of 'confidence.
A reseb.rch investigation conducted by Wettstone (6r)
resul-ted in a test for predicting potential ability in
gymnastics and tumbling. This,prognostic test had the
primacy of concern in tocating ''ttraw materiaf tt f or
developing good gymnastic teams and for motivation purposes.
A multip1,e correl'ation of 0.79 .was determined.
Several individuals have developed gymnastlc
performance evaluation measures appropriate for assessi-ng
gymnastic sk1lI. Hunsicker and Loken (49), Faul-kner and
Loken (45), and Johnson (51), have determined the NCAA
gymnasti-c eval-uatlon to be of acceptable reliability and
onj 
""tlvlty. Bowers "( 6B ) estabf ished her test to be ,rurtU
- :..-and reliable for girls and women performing beginning and
lbw intermediate gymnastic ski11s. Jarvis' (50) deve'1oped
a sev'en-item gymnastic ski11 test appropriate for elementary
?????
?
chil-dren 1n selected skil1s . Larson I s
it s reliabillty, ob j ectivity, vali-dity
also constructed a test for elementary
also b'een" designed .to -measure apparatus
predict gymnastic ability (61).
\t
( 53 ) .test, although
was not determined,
chll-dren . Te st s have
knowledge (47), and
Summary
- Mosston (23) was the first to use decision-making
as the basis for defining teachi-ng methods. Literature on
teaching methods existed, in'a variety of forms, whieh
allowed for declsions to be ei-ther dominated by the teacher
or shared by both the teacher and student (l-,1-2 ,20,23,34'r35,
37,80).
, Contemporary theories appeared to advocate allbwing
'the' student to make a certain number of choices in his
learning-. Allowing the student to make ehoices or decisions
was believed to increase lhe effectiveness of lhe learni-ng'
experience, lncrease the acceptance of the student by the
teaeher, and invol-ve the stud'ent in the learning process
thereby increasing his learning potential (3 ,6 ,7 ,B ,9 ,13 ,l4 ,
16,23,30,31,33,36).
1_-* 
_ 
_
' A review of .l..i f svature relevant to research on
teaching methods and general and speclfic motor skil-1
learni-ng reveal-ed three diff erent conclusions. Research
findings have concluded models in which the tea-cher was the
domi-nate deci-sion-maker were superior in facilitating motor'
skill- learning (55,70,7L,81). Other s'tudies found models in
―    ,                 ´ ‐ , ―`            ξ ●= ヽ   ´      ‐― ‐い     F`      ~            ・  7●騨
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whibhthestudentsw,erea1,1owedtomakecerta1ndecisi-ons
r'egarding their. learning experi-enie were best for mbtor.- 'i-
,:.
skitl learning ,(Q2,85,87,89).. The. third conclusion was no
dlfferences exi-sted between model-s which allowed for
students to make decisions and those that did not (44,54, 
.
60,66,78).
In specifically di-scusslng effects on gymnastic
ledrning, the literature revealed practitioners and
researchers appeared to iinA sharing deci-sions in the cl-ass-
room a viable means of ehhancing the learning. The
availabl-e information in this area.was found to be conflned
to a few studi-es (50,90) and articl-es t4:,46).
Several gymnastic tests have been 
.devel.oped for
a variety of purposes, ability levelsr-bnd applicatlons
( 45,4 9 ,50 ,5:-,'53,68 ) . A rel-iable and valid test f or the
purposeS,tof this study was not found.
The literature fel-ated to the effects of declsion-
making models o,f teaching on the learning of gymnastic
skills revealed no firm support in either dj-rection.. Based
on this reve1ation, further justification for this study is
presented.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The following is a description of the methods and
procedures utilized in this 'study. This ehapter is
subdivided i-nto the fol-lowing areas: (1) selection of
subjects, (2) treatments, (3) teachers, (4) val-i-dation of
trreatments, (5) unit of instruction, (6) testing
instrument, (7) 'methods of data collectlon, (B) scoring of
data, and (9) treatment of data.
Selection of Subjects
It was determined to conduct this lnvestigation at
South Hill and Enfleld Elementary Schools, Ithaca, New Yonk.
Both school-s offered formal physlcal- education in the ''*- - 
-
regular school program..^-.Each school had a fu11-timer. New
York State certified physical education teacher, and one
Ithaca College physical education student-teacher. Both
schools had a gyinnasium with the gymnastic equipment
required for this study. Further, neither scliool had
gymnastics as a part of their curricul-um and both the
physical edueators expressed a desire to conduct a gymnastie
progrAm in their respective schools.
^ Next, it was O""iOua\ to utilize fif.th and sixth
grade students as sub j ects. The schools contain'ed a total
49
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of six c■asses which met the subject requirements.  Each of
thie s■x c■asses were enumerated and placed into a box.  The
numbers were stirred and then random■y se■cteざ
Y‐
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not.invo■ved in this study.  The first,i third, ano fifth
draws ル√ere as'signed・th  teacher decision―making group,
whi■e the second, fourth, and S・Xth draws were assigned the
shared dec■s■on―making group.  This random selection
determ■ned, ne s■xth grade and two fifth´grade classes to
the shared decision―making group (N=66), and one fifth grade
and two s■xth grade c■asses to thetteacher dec■s■on■making
group (N=67)。  At thq conc■usion of the teSt administration
one student was random■y deleted from the teacher dec■s■on―
making igroup to equate the numbers ip both groups.  It was
a■so determined, again by chance, that each schoo■ contain
at ■east one,group in each of the two ■nstructiona■modes.
Treatment s
Treatments were administered in 12 periods; each
perlod was 30 minutes in length. The treatment periods
were substituted for the subjectsr normal physical educatLon-
c1ass. Each period contained an average of 22 subjects.
No period contai-ned less than 18 students, and no more than
29. Both groups received the same currlculum, with'the
same amount of cl-ass ti-me.
The teachers conslsted of the regular physical
educator for that s'ehoo1, the student-teacher assigned that
school, and the investigator. Each treatment period
「
?
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conta■ned three teachers.  A tota■ of five eachers were
uti■ized in this investigation.
From the start, each group rece■ved instruction ■n
‐the pre―d term■ned mode■ for that groupo  ln the teacher
dざc■s■on―making mode■, each teacher rece■v d a・group of
students,, lined them up, and ■ed them to thσir asSigned
tteaching・station.  At each station｀, the teacher identified
the apparatus, lectured and demonstrated a pre―deter i ed
ski■, and then had the istudents perform the ski■l,  Each
itudent n9rfOrmed・inf ё温 ゴ轟
二lt■iЁl:rlFざ違 tlttF五:fl桑
―
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of practice tゴals for that ski■l. When each student had
performed,ithe teacher ■ined up and ■ d the entire group
to a different teaching station and repeated thb .
■nstructional process.  Hence, a■■ dec■s ons re■evant to
・the planning, execution, and evaluation of the students'
performance were made by the teacher.               ・
工n the shared dec■s■on―making mttde■, each teacher   ・
was assigned a specific teaching・ station.  The students werel
a■lowed to enter the gymnas■um on the■r own, and・to choose
any task, and the duration of that task.  Once the student
dec■ded on a task, he had.  cho■ce of e■t er us■ng the
■1■ustratOd wa■■ chart ■ocated at each station, or         ´
soliciting the aid of the assigned teachё rr  The wal■「char S
depicted each gymnastic task for that'station‐in ■1■ustrated
and wr■tten form.  The tasks were arranged in,a progress■ve
_order.  The student selected the task and the progress■ons
he performed.  Thσ chartS were ■ocat d on the wa■■ n xt to
?
?
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・ each teaching stationo  The teacher ass■sted when asked,
.  prov■ded for safbty, and a■so he■ped gu■de the student
.toward propeFIセ幸 証 [ミ曼Ⅲ ξIIき・b藝品憂 三´Pfl:eこ´
■earn■g the task by asking questions re■evant ・to task
performance.  The Student made the decision as to the whbn
and where of his next destination.: Thus, the decisions
relevant to.lhe p■ann■ng, execution, and eva■ua,ion Of the
下rudeit13 performance were shared by the stildent and
teacher′
Teachers
The classes in this study were taught by flve
teachers. The teachers conslsted of the regular irhysical
educator in each of the two schools utilized for tfris
'study, the respective student-teachers, and the investigator.
Prior to the start of the gymnastic program, the -tl=
four school- teachers underwent a training program to lnsure
consistency in the teaching models. 'Dr- Victor H. Mancini
- froln the School- of Health, Physical Education, and
Recreatlon, at Ithaca Co11ege, fthaca, New York, and the
investigator conducted and supervised the trainlng program.
The first step in the training process was to have
the two teaching models explained and demonstrated. This
was accomplished vi-a oral- instruction and vldeotapes. tl"
next procedure- was to have the teachers demonstrate their
knowledge. by teaching the investigator tto dribble a
basketball using both models. A discussion period was then
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used ざs'a fo■■ w「up tヽo ■nsure comprehens■on of the teaching
 ヽ mttde■s.
The five teachers, inc■uding the investigatttr, were
・    requ■red to teach us■ng both the teacher dec■s■on―makin色
and the‐shared dec■s■on―making mode■s throughout the entire  ′
program。 ・In the shared dec■s■on model, the teachers were
rotated to different stations each day so that,っif the
students had a favored teacher, they would sti■■ be ettposed
tCi`al■ parts of the curr■cu■um, and thereby e■im■nating the
,     bias effect.
! Validatlon.of Treatments
"Prior to the start of the gymnb.stic program, one
" out of.the 12 treatment days was randomly selected by Dr.
Victor H. Mancini from the School of Health, Physical
'Education, and Recreation, Ithaca Co11ege, Ithaca, New York.
On the selected day, Dr. Mancini videotaped each teacher i-n
each teaching model.. The teachers did not know which day
they .were t-o be videotaped.
Three faculty ahd two- gi'aduate assi-stants from the
School of Health, Physical Edu'cd.tlon, and R.ecreation, Ithaca
Co11ege, Ithaca, New York, composed a fi-ve-member judging
paneI. The judges all held at l-east a Bachelor of Science
degree in physical educati.on and the three faculty. members
all had a mini-mum of two years teaching experience. The
five judges were not involved in this study.
The panel- vi-ewed 'the two vldeotapes in order to
―
|
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verify the decislon-making processes ln each of the two
tapes, ohe tape representing each modeI. The instrument
employed by the judges for'-treatment validatioh was the
Teacher-Pupi1 Decision-Making Questionnaire (rpnUQ) (Bb),
(Append.ix D). The TPDMQ was devbloped by Mancini (80) for
val-idation of decislon-making teaehling model-s. Mancini
(80) employed the questionnaire in'a study conducted in
t97 4
The panel was not informed which teaching model
was employed in either of the tapes. After vlewing each
of the two tapes, the panel was asked to answer the eight
TPDMQ questions.
Un■t of・Instruction
A ■2 ■esson gymnastic apparatus unit was・the
activity unit taught in this study.  Each ■esson was 30-
minutes in length.  The six areas of gymnas´ticごニマゴ3p rどtls
uti■ized were balance beam, ropes used as stil■ r■ngs,
uneven para■ lel bars, side horse vaulting, tumbling, and
para■lel bars.  The spec■fic ski■ls taught may be found
in Appendix C.
To ■nsure that each student in both models rece■ved
equa■ exposure to the gymnastic tasks, records were kept
for the performances by each student in both models.  工n the
teacher dec■s■on―making group, the number of performances
for each task was pre―determined so the teachers wou■d hav
each student perform the task an equa■ number Of times.     1
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At the conclusion of each teacher decision-making,c1ass,
the investigator recorded the number of tasks perforhed
as.reported by the teaehers.'
In the sfrared decision-making group, a chart was
posted next to, each piece of apparatus. The charts
contai-ned the student t s name and the date of class plus a
place f.or the students to'record their performahces. Upon
completion of each task, th9 student reported the task
performed and the number of performances to the teacher at
the stati-on. The student then recorded the task and the
number of'task performances. The teacher assigned that
station verified the recordings.
Testing Instrument
Th-e Elementary Gymnastic Skill Evaluatlon Scale
(See Appendix A) was constructbd .to obtaj-n objective
ratings of selected gymnastlc ski11 performances by fifth
and sixth grade children. The investigator, Dr. Victor H.
Mancini, and Dr. Harold H. Morris devj-sed the test to
specifically dlagnose learning di-ffenences of gymnastic
skill-s between students receivlng gymnasti-c instruction via
the teacher decislon-making model of teaching and those
receiving .instruction in the shared decision-making model
of teaching..
' A revi-ew of literature revealed no appropriate test
for asseising gymnastie performan.ce of elementary age
children. Tests rniere found, however, f_or predicting
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gymnastic abiゴity (61)i gymnastic know■edge of c lege ma■es
(47), eva■uating performances of gir■s and women (68),     i
evaliating competitive gymnastic performance (65), and a
seven―■tem test for eva■uating performances■bf e■mentary
Students (50)。 Upon reviewing the literature pertaining、tO、
gymnastic performance, it was′Cbncluded that a gymnastic
skill eva■uation ■ns rument for grade five and grade s■x
chi■dren needed to be developed.
A se■ction of books and_periodica■s (2,■0,l■,■7,18,
22,26,28,38)relevant to elementary gymnasticξξkilrs was′/―_ヽi
made.  Four e■ementary physical educators and a col■ege r
gymnastic ■nstructor were consulted.  Based On the
recommendations of these author■ties and the equipment
ava■lable to tlie schools ■n which this study was conducted,
s■x gymnastic areas and 58 gymnastic skills were selected
as appropr■ate for this test.
3 The test was constructed to obtain an objective
evaluation of an elementary chュ■d'S performande on Selected
gymnastic apparat」s.  Two judges per skil■ evaluat on were ・
used as ごfiτき「Fおh・mざa~sur es.  Each test item was a gymnastic
ski■■ div■ded into skil■" egments.  Successfu■ ompletion of
al■ skil■ segments fttr that ski■l defined a good performance
and received a top~rating from the judges.
Once the test was constructed, it was presented to
the Curr■culum Design graduate c■ass  lthaca Co■lege,
Ithaca, New York.  The students ёnrol■ed in this class (N=9)
evaluated the test in order to determ■e th  clar■ty of
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■nstructions and adm■n■str t ion.  Based upon the       .
recOmmendations of the graduate students, the test was  ― = '
modified for further c■ar■ty andィ aeヽ of cOmprehens■on。
The same students a■so eva■u ted the E■ementary Gymァ_  高.吐_ 1,_  _=爵.ぉtiδn_Fp島(See'A3pёndixnastici Skil■Eva■uationi Sca■e―Fう  …    …  ] ヽ二 _ヽr__.__ヶ・ ―` i‐"_、レ.」二 _、 ・  .″_ 1 ・■ :]「~   、 ´ t‐―  ュ ミ _
B)。  The^critOria fo■ ev ■uation~wasJ c■rity of questions and
the necess■ty of questions asked.  The evaluation form
was alstt modified based upon the recommendaticins of these
graduate students.          :
" Log■ca■ validity was estab■ished by seven qua■ュfied
individua■s.  These seven were randomly selected from a
population of 14 equa■ly qualified people.  Crュt ria for
det'ermining a qualiftted indiviilua■ were (■)two or mOre
years e■ementary phys■ca■ education teaching exper■ence,
(2)previous gymnastic experience i.e. teaching, coaching,
or participation, and (3)the individua■ was not concerned
w■th the outcome of this study.  ・T e seven selected
evaluators were asked to eva■ uate the E■em ntary Gymnastic
Skil■ Eva■uation Scale us■ ng the cr■ter■alset fttrth in the
Elementary Gymnastic skill Eva■udtion Sca■e――Eva■uation
Form。・
Testt modifications based upon the recommendatiOns
of the seven eva■uators were made,under the lol10Wing
conditions: (■) a skl■l br skill segment was adced if｀wo
or more of the eva■uatbrs so recommended and (2)i skill or
skil■ segment was de■eted if twO Or more of the test
evaluators so recommended.  Us■ng this cr■t r■a, ■5 SkillS
「
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and ■6 ski■■ segments.were e■iminated, whi■e 4 ski■l segments
were added.  The 43 remaining ski■■s, alo g with the
modified skil■egments, constituted b‐oth the test and
the un■t of instruction。
Content validity of this test is assumed as,the
ski■lsをdefining this test were the identical ski■ls taught
the students ■n`both teaching mode■s.  No ski■ls were
tested that wざre not taught.  A■■ ski■■s tested were a■■
skil■s presented each c■ ass in each mode■.
Further modifications were made based on the ski■ls
in which the students received instruction.  It was found
that not al■ ski■ls isted on the test presented ttt the
eva■uators were covered in the time a■■otted for the
teacher dec■s■on―making mode■.  However, results from
monitoring student progress in the shared decision―making
model revea■ed that these ski■■s wer  performed by the
students ■  this mode■ w■thin the same time per■od.
Nonethe■ess, it was determined that on■y those skills
exper■enced by botiljδach ng mode■s would be tested.  The
students in the teacher decision…making group were unable
to perform the requ■red m an average of two performances
for five of the un■t skills.´Thごζё―fi■e‐skiifs were
elim■nated from the test.  The number of rema■n■ng test
items, at this point, was 38.
Final test a■terations were made after the first
test day.  As fttur of the seven test eva■uators had
predicted, the test was found to be extremely time consuming,
勢
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so much so it bordered on impracticality. The criteria for
test modification based on the' seven evaluators I
recommendations was changed so that a skill or ski11
segment was deleted if one or more of the test eval-uators
so recommended. The final test affefations made under these
conditions were then subjected to-the approval .of tfre'l t9
test admlnlstrators--four of whom had also served as itest
evaluators.  Al1 19 of the adm■n■strators unanmously
approved the elim■nation of ■O ski■ls and the de■etion of
five skill segments.  Out of the Origina1 58 ski■ls ino■uded
in the Elementary Gymnastic Ski■l Eva■uat■on S a■e,丁ら8:were~・
uti■ized fbr testingo  The 28-item E■ementary Gy nastic
Skil■ Eva■uation Sca■e used for`tesling iS pFesented in  .
Appendix A.                                        ‐
Re■iabi■ty measures for this test were to be
estab■ishざd us■ng test/retest method.  The retest was         ,
adm■n■stered.each studёnt immediately=after each test item   ・'
perfOrmance.  Th9 Same twO jJudge,.whO adminislered the test,
administered‐ the retest for that student on that ski■■。
Test.Administrators               .             ・
The test adm■n■strators were 19 indiv■dua■s who met    ・ ト
the followittg requireme'nts: (■)hcild a  ■e st a Bache■or of ・
Science degreさ in physica■¬eduёatゴon, (2)`completed at least
two college―■eve■ gymnastic courses or had a m■n■mum of・two
years experiencb in teaching e■ement ry gymnastics, and (3)
underwent the Elementary Gymnastic Ski■l Evaluation Scale
tra■n■ng program.                      =
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The flrst step in the- training program consisted of
the lnvestigator pre.senting and having the prospective
admini-strators thoroughly read the E1<lmentary Gymnasti c
Ski11 Evaluatlon ScaIe. Next, the'investigator answered
any questions the prospective adminlstrator had'regarding
the test. Thb third step required the admlnistrators to
evaluate'at least three different gymnastic skill
performances. Thls was followbd lV , second question and
rril
answer perioci. '
On test days, two adftlnistrators were assigned each
of the six"test areas. This was done 1n an.effort to
maximize the objectivity of the test results'. Both testers
rated each performance--both test and. retest--of each-
student at" that statiori. ' ine testers were not.-a1lowed to
reveal their ratings to either the student or the other
tester. Thls was done 1n an effort to contiol- any effects
such information may have had. on subsequent student
performanees or judgesr ratings.-
' Methods of Data Coll-ection
At the eoncluslon of the gymnastic program, the
Elementary Gymnastic Skill Evaluati-on Scale (App"endix A)
was adminlstered tp'a11 subjects (m=t3Z)., The test was
administered by the investigator and 19 trained asslstants.
The test was admi-nistered in three 30-minute peri-ods. The
rationale for three test periods 
.was convenience for the
schools utllized and eontroi of subject fatigue factor.
1- 」
|Two judges rated each performance.
was immediately followed by a retest.
6t
Each performance
Scoring of'Data
The Elementary Gymnastic Skill Evaluation Seale was
administered to al-l subjects (N=132). The raw data were
scored manuaI1y, and scores for each subjeet for each of'the
six variables were determined. The scores were then
transpbsed to aata'cards, foJ computer analysis by the RCA
Spectra 7o/35 c6nibuter t; Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York.
The computer determined the mean scores for each group on
each of the six variabl-es. The mean scores for each group
are reported in Appendix E.
Treatment of Data
To test the re■iabi■ty of the E■9m ntary GymnaStic
Ski■l_Evaluatioh´Scalど
‐
[he~i√trac■悪 1,lЬFttLtiJ歴出 。∫幕」g
used as recommended by Krol■ (52). This method defined
re■iabi■ty as the ratio of true var■ance to the tota■
var■ance where the tota■ var■ance cons■sted of true p■us
error var■ance.  This coeffic■ent was sens■tive to
differences between the means and/or var■anc s as determ■ ned
by data.
Multivariate ana■ysis of variance was used'to
determ■ne whether differences ■n gymna tic ski■l learn■ng,
as defined by the E■.ementary Gymnastic Skll■ Eva■uation
Scale, existed between the two treatmёnt grOups.  The .05
|
? ?
．
.62
1eve1 of confidence was selected for statistical'andlysis.
-\----Separate unlvarlate ;ana1y".g5;of variance were completed for
" 
l,
each of the dependent variables. Results from this.
procedure were subjected to a dlscriminant function analysls-
to ldentlfy which of the six Elementary,'-Gy*nu5ti" Skill'
Evaluation Scal-e varlables contributed significantly to the
differences between groups.
Summary
Subjects for this study were l32 flfth and sixth
grade boys and girls enrolled at South Hill and Enfield
Elementary Schools, Ithaca, New York. A treatment group
of 66 students learned gyinnastics via a tea.cher declsion-
making model of instruction while 66 students learned the
same under a shared decision-making mode1. After six weeks
of instructlon, data were collected from both groups
-1
using. the Elementary Gymnastic Ski11 Eval-uation ScaIe. Data
were re'corded, reliability'of the test instrument was
establlshed, anQ finally a mul-tivariate analysis of variance
was applled to test for signiflc'ant dlfferences -between
groups at the .05 level of confidence. . Separate univariate
analyses of 'variance were completed for each- of the
dependent varlables. Resul-ts from this procedure were
subjected to a discriminant function analysls to identify
which of the six Elementary Gymhastic skill Eval-uation scale
vari-ab1es contrlbuted significantly to the dlfferences
between groups. '
Chapter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The purpose of thls study wab to determine the
effects of teacher decision-maklng and shared decislon-
maki-ng models ofl teaching on learning specific gymnastle
skil1s. The results of 
.this study are reported in this
chapter. Resutts obtained include val-idation of treatment
methodology, skl1I exposure, reli-ability of the testing
instrument, descrlptive data including means and stand.ard
deviatlons f.or each of the si-x tested variables, and the
analy'sis of those means through mul-tlvariate analysis of
variance to determine significant differences.
Val-'idation 6f Treatment Methodology
Three faculty and two graduate assistants from the
School of Health, Physical Edueationr''and Recreation,
Ithaca Col1ege, Ithaca, New York, composed a five:member
judging panel. The panel viewed videotapes of two randomly
sefected treatment cl-asses to verlfy the teaching metho<is
utilized were within the parameters of the model that was
set forth i-n the definitions and del-imitations of the study.
The judges were not lnvolved with this study. The Teacher-
Pupil Declsion-Making Questionnaire (Appendix D) was
answered by all judges for each of the two tapes. There was
63
FTF― ~‐7
100'percent agreement by the panel
the' teacher decision-making group
maki-ng gr.oup. The resul-ts of the
Making Questionnalre are presented
'. 64',
in distingui-shing between
and the shared decision-
Teacher-Pupi1 Decisi.on-
in Tables I and 2.
・        ,           Ski■l Exposure
. To ■nsure that each student in both mode■s rece■v d
equa■ exposure to the gymnastic tasks, records were kept
for every performance by each student in the two mode■s.  In
the teacher dec■s■on―making grouo, the number of performances
for each task was pre―determined stt the teachers would have
the students perform the tasks an equal numberギbf times.  At
the conc■usion of every teacher decision―making c■ass, the
inVeStigator recorded the numb9r of tasks perfOrmed as
reported・by the teachers。
In the shared dec■s■onipaking group, a chart Was
posted next to=each piece of apparatus.  The charts
contained the student's name and the date of the class plus
a place For the students to record the■r perfo mances.
Upon comp■ etion of each task, tlWile student reported the task
'perfOrmed・・and the number of performances to the teacher at
that station.  The student then recorded the task and the
number of task performances.  The teacher・at that station
ver■fied the recordings.
At the conp■etion of the program, the means for each
skill task peiformed'by the two groups were coinputedo  No    ・
tざsk'was tested if either・grOups' means for.that task was
・ -1
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`                  Tab■e■
」udges' Results of the Teacher―Pupi■ Decision…
Making QuestiOnna■re o  Tape One
Questi_on TDMA CDMA
2
・      3      `
ム    4
.    55
0
0
0
0
0
tff,is table represents the results of the videotape
of- the'teacher decision-making model. A11 judges agreed the
teachers were primarily responsible for the decision-making.
?
?
??????????
?
????
?
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Table 2
Judgest Results of the Teacher-Pup11 Decision-
Making Questionnaire on Tape Two
Question
I
Z
TDMA
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
CDMA
5
5
5
5
5
5
???
??
?
????
?
???
??
?
xThis
of the shared
the students
making.
table represents the resutts of the vldeotape
decision-making mode1. All the ju^dges agieed
were primarily responsible for the declsion-
6T
below 2.0. Table 3 describes the activities contained in
the apparatus ,unit as well- as the mean performance averages
for both model-s.
Rellability of Data
The Elementary Gymnastlc Skil1 Evaluation'Scale', a
diagnostic gymnastic learnlng test developed for this
study, was the data coll-ection instrument. To determi-ne
the reliability of this insfrument, the lntraclass
borrelation method was applied to data. Analysis of .:*
varj-ance was used to isolate experimental error components
and determine reliabili-ty estimates for each of thb, six
variabIes. Sample estimates of the experimental error
variance components wbre calculated by applying.approprlate
formulas.
??
?
?
Reliabi■ltywas estimatea by the formu■a (52:4■3):
SD:√
R=可
1手耳´弄l
ln this forhulJ｀もづ:奪bpre:な[■卜簾 :f,品靖 ざOiこξ19詰。龍乱
‐ヽ
and was eqi■al to the mean square Of the subjects (MSs)minus
the mean squarごof the judges iithin subjects (MSjws)ち     ｀
divided by・the number of tria■s‐(n').  For the purposざs 91
this study, the number of trials (nl)is taken tO represent
the number of judges emp■oye  to score each performance。  ・
SD:2 represented the days icomponenぜ and was equal to thef~｀
~｀
i、
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Tablei- 3, .
'!;nf
Means of Skills Practiced DuringInstructional Unit
Ski■. Area Ski■l TDMA   SDMA
Tumbling
il
il.
It
ll
tl 
--- 
*-- 
-,-.-- 
j 
.-_ 
_
ll - 
- 
l
,, 
t,
n
il"
il
ll
Para11e1 Bars
n
il
fi
il
lt .
Ropes
ll
il
il
il'
il-
Uneven Paral-lel Bars
il
il
il
tt
Balance Beam
il
il
il
il
il
Vaulting
il'
il
il
il
ll
il
Side Ro■l
Shoulder Ro■l
Forward Ro■■
Backward iRo■■
Squat Ba■anCe
Head and Hand Ba■nce′
ミ Forearm Ba■ ance
Hand Ba■ance
Snap Down
Backward Ro■■ to Hand
Ba■ance
Cartwheel
Round…off
Hand Wa■k
Upper―arm Sw■ng     :、‐、._
Sw■ng in Cross Arm  f  ‐
Support         、
Stradd■e Seat Wa■k
Pike ttnve、rted Hang
lnverted Hang
Single Leg cut―off
Swing with Good Form
Skin the Cat
Pike lnverted Hang
lnverted Hang
:lI:1:[】:::き11lghd・d`さぃl,  Stride Support
Forward Knee Circle
Back Hip―C rc■e Mouit  ヽ 
‐
Swan Ba■ance
Hip Pu■l―over
Knee Sca■e
Pivot Turn
Front Sca■e
Dip Steps
」ump Change
Backward Shoulder Roll‐Take―off
Squat Mount Vault
′ ・SCuat vault′
Flank Vault
straddle MOunt Vau■t
Straddle Vault
' Landing ,
2.33  2.43
3.00   2.642.66  3.85
3.00   3.ヽ772.00  2135
3roo, 3.30
■:33   2.0■
.3.33    2.78
2.00   2.10
■.00   2.09
3.33  6.44
2.33   4■43
1。33  2.24
撃。33 fr響
2.66   4:75
2.331  4.8o
2.66  3.08
2.66   3.05
2.33   2.10
2.00  2.42
2.66   3.■0
2.66   2.87
2.66  2.75
2.66   3.27
2.33  2.45
2.00   2.39
2.33   3.88
2.33   4.77、
2.00  2.94
2.66  4.30
2.00  2.63
2.00  2.63
2.00   2.5412.66  ・ 3.82
2.00   2.45
2.33  2.■0
2.66   2.78
2‐:66   3.1■
2.00   2.97
2.33  4.86
1.00   3.57
o.66   3.ll
2.66   3.15
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MS.--^ minus the mean square with ce1ls (MS--^), divided by'-- jws wc "
days (a') times trials (nt). For the purposes of this study,
days (at) represent the number of tests administered each
subject (test,/retest). tr3, rbpresented mean square within
cef 1s (wIS ) or within ce1l variance' wc' 
.
The rel-iability coefficients for each variable was
calculated and recorded . The highest 'estimate (r=0 . 9BT )
#as obtained.for variable number two, para11el bars. The
lowest estlmate (r=.732) was reported for variable number
six, vaultlng: The reliability estimate for the total test
was determined to be 0.993. The mean squares and'
reliability estimates for each variable, as well as totai
te'st, were reported in Table 4.
Descriptive Data
The mean raw scores and standard devi-ations for both
groups on the six variables of the Elementary Gymnasti-c
Ski■ Evaluation Scale were ca■cu■at d and recorded
~(ご
lb■e-5)。 LA 37Ъ■Ihinarブ6ヽ6Sき
'v‐
at~iOA^oflth9-&iotalttidf3atё。`
a'general trend favor■ng the teacher dec■s■on―making grouo.
The teacher dёcision―making group scored higher than did
the shared dec■s■on―making group On all s■x var■b e .  The
mean score of 24.57 Was the highest δJFЪO  grOups and was
achieved by the teacher dec■s■on―making mode■ n var■ble
one, tumb■ing.  The lowest sc9re"9.48 was recorded by the
shared dざcision―making group on variable six, vaulting。
Appendix E conta■ns the raw scores recorded for all
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Tab■e 4
1ntrac■ss Correlations for the six
E■ementary Gymnastic Ski■■
Evaluation Scale Var■ab■es
Vhriab■eS
1. Tumbling '' 152 .980 t2 .539 2 .298 0 . 941
" 2. Para11el Bars 761.966 O. OoA 1.851 0.987
3. Ropes 95.890 2'. 84 3 0.665 0.985i
4. -uneven Bars 113. 87 )4 6.580 1.77 7 0.981
5. Balanc'e Beam 30 .250 5.77 9 1.185 0.934
" 6. vauiting 50.860 1.904 0.886 0,732
Total''Test 2222.373 45.131 19.331 0.',993
. i■Mss…Mean Square SubjeCts.        .
2Msj ws――ヽ1琶aず
'「
忌qЧare`」udges,witillバ:卜JbjectlF_ .
3Mswc_―M9an Square within 6e■ls。      ,.
MS″ャ・.こl i Йもjws     Mswc    Reliability
ヽア
Table 5
- Means and Standard Deviations for both Groups
'on the Six Elementary Gymnasti-c Skill
Evaluation Scale Variables
・ ヽ ・ Variab■e・
                 ¨ TDMA               SDMA
_                ヽ メ~~‐ニ ノ              __′‐                l             I      SD          X‐ SD
1. Tumbring 24 .sl 5.27 , 20 .95 6 .;6
2. Parall-el- Bars 23.02 5.40 1&.45 6.60
.t'
't
',,' 3.- Ropes 13.40 \:57 11.01 ' 4.Bg
4. uneven'Bars 1'8.31+ 5.\9 15.4 5 5.02
5.'Balance Beam" 16.70 2.49 15.05 2.76
6. Vauiting r]*.27 2.62 9.48 4 . rB
Total Tesr tjT .24 20.33 90.25 23.67,
7■
――
――?
?
?
?
I・subjects on a■i■ variab■es.
Mu■tivar■ate Analys■S Of Var■ance
A mu■ilivar.ate ana■ys■s'of var■ance was emp■oyed
to determ■ne gLoup differences on scores obtaュned On, he
E■ementary Gymhastic skil■ Eva■uation Sca■ e.  Theta,
racter■stic root, identified
ation.  A Itheta va■ue of
o.■4829 was obtained for the main effoct・of m thodso  Wi h
■.0, 2.0, and 61.5 degrees of freedom, this theta va■ue was
significant beyond tりe ・05 COnfidence ■ev ■ (Tab■e 6).  The
■ocation of siLn■icant differenccs between thё two groups
■ed to re」ectiFn of the null hypothesis that there woullレ´e
no statistically Significant differences in learning rf   ‐｀^
|
specific gymna卜tiC Skil■s between fifth｀lidずsi tth grade boys
and gir■s who shared in the c■ assroom dec■s■on―m king‐
process and those who had the teacher dom■na e th  dec■s■on―
l
making.                  、 `
Univariate ana■ysis of variance on each of the six
●
               |
Elementary Gym)astiC Ski■■ Eva■ation Sca■e vari'ables
identified a1lf six variabl-es as statistically significant
due to lbetweenlgroups diffe■encёso  Al■ s x variables
favored the teacher dec■s■on―making model.  These resu■ts
are presented i-n tanre T .
A-discriminant function, analysls was performed to
identify the percent of variance each of the variables
contrlbuted' to fbetween groups differenee . variabre five,
I
I
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?
‐ ‐ ‐
?
__ ~  __上 __= ___
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?
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Tab■e 6
Mu■tivar■ate Analys■s of Var■ance for
Between Groups variance
 ´ Degrees of    _____   `
Source           Freedom     「  Theta
S   M   1ヽ,N
Between Groups 1.0 2.0 6L.5 O.14Bzg* 0.9976
XSignificant at the 105 ■eve■.
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ba■ance beam, represented 53.8■ p rc nt of、the contr■bution
made toward thさ discrittinant function.  Para■■e■ bars, the
sdcOnd variab■e, supp■ied 37.55 percent of the discriminant
function.  Tumb■ing, variable one, was responζib■e fO● 5.8o
p9r ent・  Var■ab■es s■x, fOur,. nd three respective■y  ´
.contributed ■.97,0ヽ.46, and o.4■ perpentS tO the
discr■m■nant function.  Tab■e 8 reports each of the s■x
factors of the Elementary Gymnastic Ski■■ Eva■uation Scale
ranked according to=the percent contr■bution made toward
discr■m■nant function。                                ・
_ 
Summary
Reliability of the Elementary Gymnastic Skill
Evaluation ScaIe was determined vi-a intraclass correl-ation.
The total test re11ab11ity was found to be .993.'
Reliability estimates were al-so established for each of
the six test variabl-es'. Multivariate analysis of variance
was utilized to determine the exi"stence of differ.ences 
_.ri
between the teacher. decision-making model and the shared
decision-making model-. A significant theta value of 0.1483
was. obtained . With 1 . O,,a2l6=no 'Or'. f 'o'ag;ues jof 'freedbm,
this theta val-ue was significant beyond the .05 confldence
level. The null- hypothesis that there would be no
statistically signifieant differences between groups ?ff
fifth and sixth grade boys and girls learning gymnastic
skills with one group learning under teacher decision-
: maklng 'and the other. learning under shared deeision-making
76
Table B
Discriminant Function Analysls and Percent of
Contributi-on to the Discrlminant Function
for the Six Elementary Gymnastic Ski1l
Evaluation Scal-e Variabl-es
Standardized          Percent
 ゛Facton and Rank       Discr■m■nant        Contr■bution
・      Weighting              to
Discriminant
Function
1. Balance Bbam .73357 53 . Br
2. Paral1e1 Bars .6t275 .37 .55
3. rumbr.rls .24075 5. B.o
4. Vaulting .14052 1.97
5. Uneven Bbrs .0677 0 0.46
6. Ropes .06416 o.4r
.    メ
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models of teaching was then rejected. Univarlate analysls
of variance identified al-l- Six Elementary Gymnastic Skil-I
Evaluation Sca1" Ud"irnf"" as statistically significant due
to between groups differences. A1I six'variables favored"a
the teacher decislon-making model-. Di-scriminant function
analysis determined pereeht contribution made by each
variable. Bal-ance beam, paralIel bars, tumbling, vaulting,
uneven bars, and ropes respectively represented 53.Blr, 37.55
5.80, 1.97, 0.46, and 0.41 percent of the contribution to
the dlscriminant functlon.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
This ehapter presents a discusslon of the results'
reported in chapter 4. The following topics are discussed:
reliabil-ity of the Elementary Gymnastlc Ski11 Evaluation
Scale, 'ski11 learning and the teaching approaches util-ized,
and a summary of the discussion.
- 
=ii-r -:'d:-
-:' 'r f'1"
--Reliabitity
USi♀g data co■■ected from test/retest, the ■ntra―
class correlation method was app■ied to determne
reliabi■ity estimates for the s■x.E■ementaFy Gymnastic
Ski■l EValuationiギcゝa■e variablёs.  Total test reliability
was a■so estimated us■ ng this method.  The estimates ranged
frOm .732 to .987 fOr the six variables, whi■total test
reliability was estimatbdrtO be .993.
In tests of gymnastic ski■l ■earn■g, no higher
tota■ test reliabi■ity has been reported.  Tests s■m■■ar to
the one emp■oyed in this ゝ udy in tёrms of item format,
judges' rating sca■e, and administration were constructed
by Harris (74)and 」arvis (50).  Harris′reported a
reliability of ・.865, Wliile 」aiViS estimated a re■iability Of
。984.                                        .ヽ
The lbwest reliabi■ity estimate δf the s■x
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El,ementary Gymnastic Skil1 Evaluation Scale varlabl-es, was.
.732 for vaulting. This finding is in 11ne with thdt of
.Tohnson (lil. Whlfe studyinJ the judges' objeetivity at the
197.0 NCAA gymnastic meet, Johnson (51) reported the lowest
coefficients were found in the'vaulting event; A11 six of
the vaulting- re1l.abi11ty coeffi-cients .established by John'son
(51) were below .59
Two' judges rated each periormance by each student.
In view of the evldence presented, Strpport iS lent to
Zwarg.t s (65) concluslon that two judges were acceptable for
achlevlng objective and reliable gymnastic ,performance -i
ratings. The judges ut'i1tzed. in this study were neither
" .'')-_-'+l-'----'_' "
extensivelyl frained nor .5xperienced; this supported the
concluslons of Heath (75) . 
. 
Heat.h 
.contended individuals
not ext'ensively trd.ined. or experienced were capable of
competent and rialid gymng.stic judgmenl...
Skill Learning and the T"eaching
Approaches Utilized
Based on the null- hypothesis; the two groups of
fifth and sixth grade chj-ldren shoul-d not have shown any
difference in learning gymnastic 'sXiffs from either a
teaeher decision-making approach or a shared declslon-
making approach. Data analysls indicated the teaeher
deci-sion-making group significantly superior- as measu.red by
the Elementary Gymnastic Ski11 Evaluation.Scale. The nu11
hypothesis was rejected at the .05 confidence 'Ievel. This
J
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finding proposes that in order to ■ncrease the ■earn■g of
elementary gymnastic ski■■s・ by fifth and^sixth・grade       =
children decisions regarding c■ass organization, curricu■um
se■ect ion,time r・蔦 1ゴ争 ゼj事品 Jnぜ■
=■
tρ
=、
平 多ittt aFount´:
of student mobility, and overall student eva■uation hou■d 、
be pr■mar■■y made by the teacher.
In comparing the findings of this study to those of
s■m■■ar research, it must be remembered that the only other
motor ski■l study comparing twb decision―making approaches
was conducted by Martinek (8■).  O he」icomparative resёarch
emp■oyed approaches which involved｀Vary g degrees of
shared decision―mak ng, but not identical models aS in this
study and that of Martinek (81).  The results of this study
lent support to the Finding of Martinek (81), who a■so
conc■ucied a teacher dec■s■on―mttking mode■sup r■o  to shared
decision―making in.devd■op g motor ski■lso  Although he
used gymnastics as the skil■s taught, he measured the
deve■opient of overal■ mOtOr fitness as opposed to specific
ski■l ■earnユg.  The effects of Mosston's c6mmand, task, and
■ndiv■dual sty■ es of teaching on motor fitness were the
focus oF Dough9rtシ's (´子I) sヽtudy. ―lHe~COnこludёd that CO■lmand.
style, which had al■dec■s ons made by the teacher, was
best for´developing motor fitness in e■ementary chi■ore .
Dougherty's (71)COnclusions, ■ike Mart nekts (81), were
supp6rted‐by the findings of the current investigation.
Martinek (8■)a■so studied the effects of decision―
making on student self―concept., another major concern of
Br
1 physical education..- He found sharing decisions more
beneficid.l to student s-elf-con"ep! ;than; a teachei-directed
approach. Mancihi (BO), in study.ing-the.effects of declslon- ,
making on attitudes and interaction patterns, found sharing
decisions l-ed to more posltive attitudes toward physlcal
' education-and greater student-teacher interaction.
. 
D.ougherty (7-1) found studeht independence and involvement
, or indlvidual- attention was Uedt enhanced using models whi-ch
li.
allowed for declslon-maki-ng to be shared by teacher and
, -' student. Herice, the conclusions of Dougherty (71) and
.-.--^--
Martinek (81)' appear accurate for they found teacher- -:
directed methods best.when skil-1 learning was the primary
' objective of the teachei, and methods which allowed'for
student 1;puC best for enhanclng the affeitive domain.
The results of this investigation also supporteh
the flndings of Croom (70) and Masche (55). However,
several studies (62,85,87r89) were cited which conflicted
. 
with these findings
The evidence presented in studies by Spring (85),
- itihilden (621 , Wilson (87), and Young (89) found teachirig
approaches which a■■owed for some degree oF shar■ng in the
dec■s■on―making process super■or to ones which had the
teacher dominぎte the decisions made with respect to.motOr
ski■l learning.  Of these studies, none used gymnastic
skills as the skills measured.
This study contradicted the opin■ons and theor■es
of Broer (F),.Gi■■iom・K■3), HelliSOn (■6), MosStOn (23),
― 、 ―        =     ｀ t―
=―
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Schurr (30)., ,and,StaIl-'ings '(36). The results of gymnastic
programs conducted by Gu5-ar6",a"-A (46) and Driscol-l and
Mathieson (43) r' using methods which were simitar to a shared
decision-making approach, were afso contradicted by this
study.
In searching for reasons why the resul-ts of thls
study appeared in opposition to other studies, programs,
and eontemporary theories and oplnlons, several:
possibilities'were found. These were teaching models,
. subjects, and instructi-on content, although similar i-n many
cases, were not identical for each study.
Poss■b e reasons were als'o sought for the           l
differences between the teacher dec■s■on―making mode■ and
the shared dec■s■on―making model on the Elementary
Gymnastic Ski■■‐Eva■uation Sca■e.  As suggested by Dr■sco■l
and Mathieson (43), HOffman (48),、and MOSSton (23),
teachers and students had to become acclimated to new
approaches.  As observed by this ■nvestigator and in support
of findings by Drisco■l and Mathieson (43), the Students in
the shared decision―making approach had difficu■ty in
adjusting to multiple learning resources, i.eo wall charts,
other studentS, and several teachersi  The students in this
ЁrOup Were dependent, 6or the most part, on gu■dance and
encouragement by a specific teacher, despite efforts made to
have the students uti■ize a var■ety of resources.  The
reason For this,depざndence,_s proposed by Dr■scol■ and
Mathieson ,(43), Was the student'si were accustomed to one
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ルeaCtter being the so■e ■earning resouice.
工t was alもo observed by the ■nvestigator, and  ga■n
suppor●ёo by Drisco■l and Mathieson (43), HOffman (48), and
Mosston (23), that' the teachers had to become acc■imated to
a new teaching apprOach.  The ■nvestigator believed much
of the‐teaじhёrs' concentration during the early phase of
treatment was focused on how the ■nformati n was to be
given, as opposed to what information was given the student.
Dougherty (7■), Mancini (8o), Martinek (81), and
MiniCh (82)a■l emphasized the need to recognize those
children who needed more structure ■n ■earn■g and httse
who appreciated the responsibi■ity of sharing in the
decision―making processo  None ofrthe subjects had prior
exposure to a shared dec■s■on―making approach to teaching。
Because of the freedom ava■lable, it was ttbserved that SOme
of the stuaents・in the shd.red decision―making group avoidёd
certain pieces of apparatus, despite continuous      .
encouralement by、theL teachers.`  Lestti task or■ented behav■or
was also observed in the shared dec■s■on―making group. ´
These observations were s■m■lar to those made by Martinek
(81)and Minich (82)。  Se■f―contro■ was a prob■em for some
students ■n the shared approach, and this ■ack of con‐r ■`
may have poss■b■y affected the ■earn■g of others ■n the .
c■ass.  Siedentop (32:53) Stated=:
Sざlf=contro■ d es not come automatica■ly n r can ■t
be deve■oped、simp■y by telling the students to have more
‖wil■ power.:i  Self―contr6■ needs・to be taught, and itmay sOmetimes require as much systematic attentュOn and
effort as teaching a front f■ip on a trampo■ine.
轟   
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. Tabu■ations were recorded to determ■ne whether or
not ski■■ exposure was equiva■ent f9rl both groups.
Aヽccording・to these records, the students ih both group。 .
reごeived approximate■y the same、a ount of materia■.  It was
found that while the shared dec■s■on―making groupis records
were more sens■tive to ■ndiv■dual“differences, some of the
more adヤanced chi■dren perfttrmed a greater number Of Ski■ls
dur■ng the treatment per■od.  This ■s ■n contrast to the
teacher decision―making group where al■students progreosedヽ
at the same rate and pёformed the same number of skills.
Mancini (‐8o)and Martinek (8■)made simi■ar observations.
This evidence indicated that in the shared decision―making
group some students had their ■earning inhibited by the
freedom availab■e, while others in the same group exce■led
■n the freer env■ronment.  This ev■dence also ■ndicated the
quantity oF ski■ls performed in the shared decision―
making group was greater, whi■e the qua■ity oF ski■l
performed was greater in the teacher decision―making‐roup.
The students were rece■v■ng gymnastic ■nstruction
for the first time andirtherefore, were cons■dered        ―
beginncrs.  A study by Neuman and Singer (56)｀、cOnc■uded the
traditional instructional method, analogous to the teacher .
decision―making model, was moret beneFicial for beginners,   .
while programmed learn■ ng, learn■ng which al■ owed students
to make certain decisions, was more appropriate for advanced
groups.
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Summary
.  TりiS Chapter discussed the Fesu■t  pres nted Jin
Chapter 4「 TeS' reriabi■ities ranged frOm .732 to .987 0n
thO six E■ementary Gymnastic Ski■l Eva■uation Sca■e
var■ab■es.  Tota■ test re■iabi■ty was estimated to be
1993.  These estimates were considered high.in cOmparison
to similar test instruments (50,74)and,′th r9fo■9, ~
acceptable.  Though there appeared three different v■ews
on,the effects of shar■ng c■as room dec■s■ons w■th students,
the rёsults indicated the approach which he■d the tёぎcher .
pr■mar■y rざ百pons■b ё for the dec■sions super■or to the
shared dec■s■on―making teaching approach.  These finding,
were ■n agreement w■th s■m ■ar studies conducteu by
Martinek (8■)and Dougherty (71).  The nu■l hypothesis was
rejected at the .05 ■evel of confidence as the statistica■
analys■s revealed the teacher dec■s■on―making teaching
approach super■or to the shared dec■s■on―making approach
■n ■earn■g spec■fic gymnastic skil■s by fifth and s■xth
grade biDys and girls。
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUS10NS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
・        FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
,I
Thi; study was' condu0ted t6 determine the effect of'
teacher decisidn-making and shared decision-making models
of teaching on'the l'earning of speci-fi-; gymnastic ski1ls.
The subjects were'132 fifth and sixth grade boys anp girls
it'from-South Hill and Enfield Elementary SchooIs, Ithaca,
t
New York. 
i
1fn the teacher decislon-maklng mode1, all decisi-ons
l.
relevant to general class"operatlon were made by thre teaeher.
Students were encouraged to particlpate' in the clasl
' the shared decision-makihgO.eclslon-maKlng prOCeSS an Ene Sn o or 
i
approach. The treatments were administered in 3O-minute
I
trperiods, twice per-week, for six weeks.
At the concluslon of treatment, the Elementary
Gymnastic Skill Evaluation Scale (Appbndix A) was
administered each subject, This test was constructed tb
objectively diagnose gymnastie learning in elementaiy
chil-dren.
The nulI hypothesis tested in this study was .that
there woul-d be no signi-flcant difference in gymnastie skifl
86 ,,
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' o,1' ut
learning between the teacher deeisi-on-making group,land the
i
. shared decislon-making group
l
' Datj'collected from test/rdtest of the. Elementary
Gymnastic Ski1l Evaluati-on Scal-e (Appendix A) were 'subjected
to the intraclass correlation method, and reliability
' estimates wer'e determined. The reliability estimat'es f or
the six variables ranged from .732 to .987. Total test
reliab111ty was estimated to be ,993. These est j-mates were
considered acceptable for thls" study. 
r
Multivariate analysis of'variance was util-ized to
determine the existence of dif ference between grouprs. A
significant ^t-frE-ta.,va1ue of 0.1483 was obtained. Wi]trr f .0,
2.0, and 61.5 degrees of freedom, thi-s theta value was
signiflcant beyond the . O5 confldence l-eve1. Discriminant
function analysis determi-ned percent contributj-on made by
each of the six variables. Balance beam, para11e1 bars,
I
tumbling, ,rarfting, uneven bars, and ropes respectively
. 
represented 53.81, 37 .55-, 5. Bo , 1.97, 0.46, and 0.41
. r.- 
_+.-._ Tpercent of the .contyibution to the discriminant'.functions.
The null hypothesis was rejected at the .05 1evel .;
confidence' as statistical analysi-s reveal-ed the tea'cher
declsion-maklng approach superior to a shared decis'ion-
making approach in learnlng specific gymnaStic skil'1s by
fifth and sixth grade children.'
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Conc lusions
I
fn view of the results presented, and within the
fimitations of this study, the following conelusions were
made:
1. The teacher decision-making model of teaching
i
.l
' was-Superlor to.the shared decisj-on-making'model for fifth
I
?nd sixth grade boys and girls learning specific gymnastic
i
skill-s.
I
2. If a teacher deslres to increase the lehrning
of gymnastic sk11ls by his fifth and sixth grade students,.
Iit appears this objective is best met using a teachbr-direct
approach over an approach which al-lows students to'make
l
decisi-ons for themselves.
Recommendations for Further Study
The fσ■low■ng recommendations are suggested for    ト
future studies ■n the area of dec■s■ n―making mode■s oF
 ´leaChing:           `
′11 ,The length of time Shou■d be increased and
multip■e un■ts of instruction shou■d be presented utting the
|
two decioion―making mode■s emp■9yed in this study。 |
「｀2. ,SneCifiC dёcisions should be studied tol
｀ascerta■n the■r effects on learn■ng。
341‐Student se■f―contro■ and its effects onlshared
dec■s■on―making is recommended for study。
|4.  The Elementary Gymnastic Skill Eva■uation、Scale
】
?
?
|
■s recommended for future use to further estab■ish the
l
reliabi■ity and validity of this instrument.
5.  Decision―maki g has been studied to determinё
its effects σn the psychomotor domain―― his study and that
of Martinek (8■)……and the affective domain……Mancini (8o)
and Martinek (8■)。  It iS, therefore, recommended that an
■nvestigation of the efFects of dec■s■on―makinЁ on the
cognitive d9main be made.                          1
g9
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APPENDttX A
Elementary Gymnastic Skilt Eval-uation Scale
Administration
l
Number of Test Stations: slx--tumbling, para11"iI .ta"t,
ropes, uneven para11e1
bars, balance bea“, and
vaulting.
Nurftber of
Scoring:
Testers per Station: two
one point f or each skill task attempteld,
one additional point for each skill- ta,sk
segment completed. i-
There wil-l be two test administrators at each
test station. Each administrator willl score
each task performed by each student atj ttrat
station in accordance with the scoringl table
above. The studentrs score for that skil-l-
task performance wil-1 be the average_of both
adminlstratorst scores. (Examplel - . 1Administrator A scores the performance] 6,
Administrator B 'scores 
-the p'erformancer 5, the
student's score is 5.5:") i
iDirections: To be read prlor to each day of testing.
TYou will be asked to perform a gymnastic task.
. After you have compfeted the task, youi wil-I be
better that score r Vou will be al-l-owedl a sec,gnd
attempts per task. Your highest score fbr thad-
task w111 be the ohe recorded. You ge! onepoint for attempting the task and an additlonalpoint for every correct par.t of the task you
completed. If you feel- you are unable to
, perform due to fatigue, lack of practice, or
any other reason, slmply tel1 the judges you
do not'wish to perform. Do'you have anyquestions before we begin?rr '
|
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Tasks
E■ementary Gymnastic Ski■l Eva■uation Sca■e
Area: Tumbli-ng
Equi-pment: Tumbling mats
Tasks: '
Forward Ro11 ('from a stand to a stand)
■.  both hands are p■aced'forward and shou■der w■dt
apart ttn the mat
2.  body is tucked tight■y (chin on chest)thioughout
thё task                                 l
3.  rol■s forward contacting 五at wi h the nec卜, th n・     uppきr back, then the lower back, and fina■■y the・
feet. ‐ ・                                  |
4.  rOl■s in a btraight ■ine
5。  finishes in a ba■anced standing position i
Backward Rol■ (from a stand to a stand)
1。  sits down backward just behind the hee■s
2.  p■aces both hands on mat to break fa■■
3.  quickly places palms behind shou■der (palms up)
4.  knees kept close to chest, tuck pos■ioh, Chin
on chest
5. roll-s weight. onto hands, then uses hands
off mat to a balanced stand
Head and Hand Balance (from kneeling position
kneeling position)
1. places hands and
2. walks hips up as
back straight
3. raises legs'(one after the other) to an invertedposition I
4. arches back evenly, locks hips and knees I
5. points toes6. holds lnverted position for three seconds]
7 . comes down by bdnding at the hips and loweri-nglegs (controlled)
'l
Hand Balar{ce (from a dtand to a stand)
l-. hands on mati with shoul-ders. well ahead of them
2. looks straight ahead, keeps head well up t
.11:,lgI:曽: le(:i:kafter the other)to inverted
position
locks hips and kneeSpoints toes
holds for two seconds
holds for more than two seconds
comes down by-bending at the hips and
legs (controlled)
l:31 :: 3::sI:I:ilii.e l::3塁l:
,O puSh
}
tb
3.
4.・
5.
6.
7.
8.
|
lowとr.ng
Cartwheel (from a stand to a stand)
1. from a skip, turns body s'ideways2. arms ahd legs resemble spokes'of
3. travels in a straight l-ine4, arches back, keeps head wel-l upr
5. finishes facing same_direction as
Area: Para11e1 Bars
Equipment: Paral1el Bars, safety mats
Tasks:
Slyinf 1n 
-Crlos_s'Trm.:Su'pport ( st6rts =dt-anoing; q.t'end"-of - - iananetween-.Urre-trari):_....1.;...'..-.4:-.
1." 'as"sumds iroSs arrf iripport I
2. generaLes momentum by slightly flexing hips at the
center of the forwar'd swing and extendlng the body
at the beginning of the backward swing.
3. arms are incl-ined,forward and backward in order to
maintain bal-ance I4. toes remain poirited throughout the swi-ng
5. feet pass above the bars on the forward and
backward swings 
l
Pike Inverted Hang (starts in the center and'Oetween the
bars, standing)
1. assumes cross arm hang wlth an outside ofitne barsgrip (entire body is under the bars) 
'2. "keeping body tucked, inverts it until 1n ah
. upsi-de-down (inverted) position t -
3. flexes head forward, tucks chin to chest, extends'legs while hips are flexed in a pike positi-on
,4. legs remain straight with pointed toes throughout
the task
Inverted Hang (starts in the center and b-etween .the bars,
standing )1. assumes pike inverted hang i2. extends legs and feet toward ceiling and holds
body in a straight inverted position ,I
3. back is slightly arched and head is extended inline wlth the body I4. toes pointed and knees and hips are locked
Straddle Seat Walk (from a cross arm support)
1. begins by swing in'cross arm support
2. as legs'pass above the bars on the forward swing,
splits legs sideward
3. thighs come to rest on the bars (in straddle
pos 1t ion-
4 . brings irhnds' forward and regrasps bars 
.between legs;leani forward transferring weight from'thighs to
and shoulders
9:
t
and kicks up
a wheel I
hips strd.ight
when std.rted
hand;i,_alm1,_
?
???
!
snapb hips up and.Oatt<'(bringing legs off bars)
travels length of bar I
keeps toes pointed and only touches bars when
apdtj-cab1e to task 
;
Single Leg Cut-Off (starts standing at end of and
between-the bars)].aSSumeScroSSarmsupportswingatendofrand
' facing middle of the bars I :*'
?
?
2. as forward swing is completed,
' and body backward'while raising
.swinging it sideward
pushes 1egs, hlps,
one leg and
swr_ng1ngperforming a3.. 
oreleases grasp on bar (same side as
sideward 1eg) while sj-mul-taneously
'ciltlofi' above the bar r4. -regrasps bar and retaining grip on both bars,
. drops to a landing on mat behind the, bars I
5. keeps knees locked and toes pointed throughout
the task
6.  at no time touches the bars with ■eg(s)
Area: Ropes (used similar■y to Still Rings)
Equipment: Two cl-imbing ropes, safety mats
Tasks:
Inverted Hang (from an extended hang with feet off the
f loor ) 
--^*-------- L,1. assumes pike ,l{nvertedi hang position ,l
2'.), extends legs t.oward ceiling.and holds body i-n a
straight j-nverted position (back slightly,arched,
head extended in line with the body) ,
3. toes pointed and knees locked I
Bird's Nest (from an extend.ed hang with feet ofi the'
floor )1. assumes pike i-nverted hang
2. plac'es insteps above the hands and agai-nst the'
rope s.
3. arches back and pu11s head backward,'pushing
chest toward the mat
4. returns to pike j-nverted hang
Skin the Cat (from an extended hang with feet olt the
floor) . i1. bends hips and knees and'puI1s over with armsbringing hips over head i
2. continues rotating until feet and hips arb below
head - I
3. extends fu1lyr'pushing toes toward the mat4. returhs to an extendbd hang position by assumi-ng
a tuck position and rotating i-n the oppositedirection (backward) + |
Single Leg Cut-and-Catch (from an ex'tended hangfeei off the floor)
1. assumes a pike inverted hang
Or))
i-' ---wl-trn , .r
2. slightly flexes arms and swings both legs' forwardbringing one leg between the ropes and thg otherIeg outsi-de of the ropes l3. as the outside 1eg is about to strike thel arm,
rreleases grasp and allows leg to pass comiletely
outside of the rope
4. regrasps rope and brings legs together between
the ropes (extended hang)
5. . toes remain pointed and knees l-ocked throughout
the task
Area-:. Uneven. ParalleI Bars
tl
, 
Equipment: Uneven Para1le1 Bars, safety mats
' Task's:
I
Stride Support (standing between bars and facing center
of low bar)
. 1.' as.sumes front support positi-on on lower bar (arms
straight, toes pointed, hips rest on bar)i
2. raises on'e 1eg sldeward and swings over the bar.
, Bar 1s released and regrasped by one hand'as 1egis passed over 
.the .1ow bar r .3. toes remain pointed and knees locked throughoutthe task4.' leg does not touch the bar while passing over
I
Swan Bal-ance (standing between bar.s and facing tenter
of l-ow bar )1. assumbs front support posi-tion on the low bar with
, bar across hips I
. 2. leans forward and raises feet to arch back
3. hands'release barand are brought outwardrat si-des4. toes are pointed, knees'locked and head facing
forward' throughout the movemerit
Back Hip=gircle Mount (stands with regular grip-pa1ms
on top of low bar and facing outside of the bars)1. klcks right feg forward, bbnds arms and brings
chin toward the bar 1 .2. hips eome toward and over the 1ow bar
3. hips reach the bar and the body is para11e1 to the
' floor, continues circular movement into a front
. support on the 1ow bar4. toes remain pointed and circular motlon is
continuous and fluid throughdut the movement
｀|~・
  ・ ‐ ‐    1
|
|
?
?
?
?
Hip Pull-Over (on the high bar)
■.  Starts by siltting on the ■ow bar With hands・  grasping the'high bar, One ■el is eXte ded and`theother foot is on the ■ow bar
2.  fu■■y extends lead (extended)■eg and pushes off
bar with the other ■ g
、3.  as hips come to high bar, pu■■s w t  arms to bring '
hips over the high oar
4.  rotates around bar.to finish in front support
position
5。  tOeS pointed throughout the movement and arms
straight at Finish
Forward Knee Circ■ e (standing between bars and racing
center of ■ow bar)
■.  assumes str■de support pos■tion w■th m■xed grip
(one hand facing away from bars, the other facing
bars)                                   I
2.  raises hips to support weight on hands.  One ■e
bent and bar ■s hooked at bend in the kneb
3.  fal■s forward with arms straight, head in line
with the forward fall                    l
l4. (as heざd paS・es under・tle bar, the chin is, tucked.to the chest and arms are bent           '
5。  Circ■e is comp■eted by snapping straight l■eg
downward while pulling up with the arms
6. f inish'es in a stride support position
Area': Bal-ance Beam
Equipment: Balance Beam, safety mats
Tasks:
Dip Steps (from a stand at end of the beam)
1. begins walking forward, but as free Ieg mbves
forward it moves down and brushes side of; beam(toe j-s pointed) 
I2. support 1eg bends sl-]gh-tly to all-ow_free .1eg to
extend below the topilea-ge.'of,.the 65eil..' '
3. moves entire length bf*leE.m in this hdnner
I
Pivot Turn (from a stand on the beam) i
1. takes three running steps, orr the fourth step
raises on toes and lifts arms overhead I
2. turns .body one half turn to face oppositedirection (pivot made on ba1ls of the feet)
't
. 
,,
I
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Front Scale (from a stand. on the beam)
1. shifts weight onto one leg and beglns to raise the
other backwards
2. raises back leg leveI with hips, lowers upper
trunk to hip l-evel (UoOy near para11el to'fIoor)
3. toes pointed dnd knees l-ocked4. holds for three seconds
i, returns to orlginal Position
Jump Change (frbm a stand on the beam)
1. jumps off beam with both feet
2, al-lows back foot to come. forward. and in flont of
. front foot upon landing
3. completes three iump changes i
Backward Shoulder RoII (from lying position on the beam)
l-. head is to side of the neaml iland on headl side of
beam holds the top of the beam while the other
hand gribs the trottom of the b€am I
2. lifts both legs together through a pike position
3. rounds back whil-e rolf ing4. fands on one shin, the other is extended up and
ovei the beam (knee scal-e) '
5. roll is contlnuous and legs remain straight
throughout the task
Area: Vaulting (slde horse without pommels)
,Equipment: Vaulting horse, landi-ng mat, safety mats !
Tasks:
Take-0ff
1'. 3-5 running stePs2. takes off on two feet ,
3. contacts horse with hands in the center of thehorse and shoulder width aPart I
. 4'. hips are raised above shoul-der height I
I
Squat Mount Vault I1. proper take-off I
. 2. hips are brought above shoulder height'up'gn
contact with the'horse I
3. knees are tucked toward chest, feet l-and bn the
4. jumps from horse, absorbs landing- force by bending
the knees, then straightens the body i5. remalns in a balanced standing position, no extra
'steps 
I
"l
I
l
I
Flank Vaul-t
1. proper take-off
'2. straightens hips and leans to the left
3. weight is supported on left hand, rightbrought off the horse hhnd is
4. left 'side of body is paralleI to the horse (hiOS
straight, toes pointed)'
5. drops. to a bal-anced stand without contacting
'horse with the body
6.'l-ands in a balanced stand with no extra steps
Landing (from a stand on the horse, jumps)
1. absorbs force by bendlng the knees, and then
straightens body 
;2. -remains in a balanced standing positi-on, ho extra
steps i
I
I
L
1
I
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Name:
ELEMENTARY GYMNASTIC SKILL EVALUAT工ON SCAL
SCORESHEET
Grade: Sex: MF
AtmptSegments Points * Score
Tumb■ing                 ・
Forward Ro■l                 ■   l・2345
Backward Ro■1                ■ ■2345
Head and Hand Ba■ance        1234567
Hand Ba■ance           .      ■  ■2345678:            ~‐Cartwhee■    、       ｀       ■     ■2345
Paralllel Bざrs
tradd■e Seat Wa■k
Sing■e L｀eR Cut―Off
Ropes
lnverted Hang                ■     ■23
Bird's Nest                  ■     ■234
Skin the Cat                 ■     1231
Singlё Lこ蒼 CuL=ana=catch     l     12345                _ _
Uneven BarsStride Support ■234
wan Balance 12
Hip Pu■■ニ
orwar nee、 ■23
Balance Bёam              ‐
Dip steps   ・              ■ 123            _
Pivot Turn ・          ・      ■    12                ヽ
Front Scale ■234
Jump Change
Backward Shou■ der Rol■
vaurting
Take―Off
Landin
Swing in Cross-Arm
Pike Inverted
Inverted Han
rcle Mount I
Squat Mount'Vau1t.
ank Vaul-t
Tumbling Score
Paraflel Bars Score
Ropes Score
Uneven Bars Score
Balance Beam Score
Vaulting Score
Total Test Score
l    ´ ■2
■2
Part
・■00
APPENDIX B
ELEMENTARY GYMNASTIC SKILL EVALUATION SCALE         ・
'       EVALUAT工 ON FORM
: Overal■ Test Eva■uation
Circ■e.the lowest grade ■eve■ that the ski■■s=l sted
■n the test wou■d be generally appropr■ate:
Grade: ■ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8                      ・ヽ
Do yOu FOel that al■ ski■■s listed in this test
could possib■y be covered in a ■2=■6もs~on unit (each
■eSSOn 30-minutes in ■ength)? YES~ Nb.
If NO, p■ease comment
Do the ski■l  ncluded in this test Feveal a ilproper
prO≧ressiOili toward learning more difficu■t
gymnastic skills?  YES  NO.  If NO, p■ease comment
2.
社, Are
to
YES
there any other skills necessary for this testbe approprlate for grade 5 and 6 children?N0, If YES, please comment
5. Are there any skiIlsfeel are unnecessary?
comment
inc■uded in
めYES  NO.
this test which you
工f YES, please
6. Do you feel
a student I s
test? YES
that thi's test will
performance of the
N0. If NO, please
obj ectively measure
ski1ls l-isted on,this
comment
Do you have any additional- comments regardi-ng this
test ?
Part II: Evaluation of Each Skill
For each skill listed on*this test, please answer
'questlons below. ':
1. Ihdicate the lowest grade fevel- that this
the
ski■■
would be appropriate.2. Should any ski1l segment be added to the ski1l
composite to better determine the quality ofperformance? YES N0. If YES, please comment.3. Shoul-d any ski_11 segment be deleted as
unnecessary Lo^ithe performance evaluation forthis ski11? y_eq- NO. If yES, please comment.
3。
7.
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APPENDIX C
CONTENT OUTLttNE
Shoul-der Rol-I
Forward RoII
Backward RoIl
Squat Balance
Head and Hand Balance
Forearm Balance
Hand Balance
Snap Down
Backward Roll- to Hand Bal-ance
Cartwheel
Round-off
Ropes
Swing'with Good Form
Skin the Cat
Pike Inverted Hang
Iieverted Hang
Birdts Nest
Single Leg Cut-and-Catch
Balance Beam
mee-TEale
Pivot Turn
Front Scale
Dip Steps
Jump Change
Backward Shoulder Rol-l:
FOR GYMNASTttCi UNttT
Paral-Iel Bars
Hand Walk
Upper-arm Swing
Swing in Cross Arm SupportStraddle Seat Walk
Pike Inverted Hang
Inverted HangSlngle Leg Cut-off
Uneven Parallel Bars
Stride Support
Forward Knee Circle
Back Hip…c rcle Mount
Swan Ba■ance
Hip Pu■■―over
Vaulting
Take―off
Landing
Squat Mount Vau■t
Squat Vanlt
Flank Vault
Stradd■e Mount Vault
Straddle Vau■t
出
|
■02
APPENDttX D
TEACHER‐PUPIL DECIS10N―MAKING QUEST工ONNAIRE
Directi6ns: After rev■ew■ng the d otaped c■ ass, detёrm■ne
whёther the dec■s■ons were pr■mar■ly made by the
tёacher or made by the studento  Show this by
checking the appropriate space.                r
TEACHER     STUDENT
' 1. The dec'isions concerning the
organi-zati-on of the class
Examplb:, Who decided the
- f ormatlon, squads, lines ,.'
circles; where to stand, how
. 
to mo.ve around the
gymnaslum, etc. ?
' 2. The d.ebisi'ons concerning the
time. that eg.ch speiific
activity began were made by.
Exampl-e: Did the teacher
t'e1l the chil-dren when to
begin the activity , exerc i-se ,aa,a or did the studentM.,
decide- when to start or even
take part'in the activity?
3. The decisions concerning the
' choice of each specific
activity were made by the.
Example: Did the teacher take
- or te1l the student to go to a
specific activity, or did the
student make bhe choice of what
activity he or she wanted toparti-cipate in?
4. The decisions concerning theduratlon of each speci-flc
aetivity were made by the.
Example: Did the teacher tel1
the students to do so many of
this, or place a time limit for
each child staying on each piee'e
of equipment or how much time
the chil-dren had to play 
.at the
specifi-c activity; or did the
children declde the length of
time they wanted to spend at
each activity and the length of
time on each piece of equi-pment?
103
5. The decisions conierning thetime to stop each specific
activity were made by the.
Exampl-e: Did the teacher
command the chlldren to stoP
the activity or stop movJ-ng, ordid the students declde when to
end the speclfic acti-vlty andgo take part in another
act ivity?
6. The decisions
sequence 'of t
each specific
made by the.
eoncernlng the
he movements at
activity were
Example: Did the teacher tel1
the students what to do next?
Did the teacher tell- the
students what progression they
should use' step by step, or
did the students decide the
order'to do an activity and
what progression to use?
The decisj-ons concerning the
degree of the teachertsphysical involvement in each
specific process were made by
# l-'aUIIU .
Exampl-e': Did the teacher
decide to demonstrate or takepart in the activity on his own
initiative, or did the students
suggest or urge the teacher to
demonstrate, take part, oP
show them the activity?
The deci-sions concerning the
class bontrof were made by the
Exampl-e: Dld the teacher make
controlling statements or
actions, or did the students
initiate their own controlling
ac t ions ?
7.
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APPENDIX E
ELEMENTARY GYMNASTIC SKttLL
・ RAW SCORES
EVALUAT工ON SCA E
5 6
variab・les
3        4
■04
Tttt a■
Test
1
2
3
4
5・
6
7
8
9｀
■0
■1
12
■3
14
■5
■6
17
■8
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
3■
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
4o
tll
42
43
44
22.50
22 .00
32.50
24.00
2l-.^50
17.00
24.00
23.00
19.00
23.50
18.50
22.50
4'50
\6.50
6.00
22'50
20'.50
22.50
17.00
17.00
22 .00
16. 5o
22'50
26.00
2t '50
27 .50
22.50
20.00
9.50
31.50
25.50
19.50
34..50
20.00
30.00
16. oo
18.50
29 .00
25.00
23.00
25 .00
19.50
28'50
l-5.50
29.50
20.50
26.00
27.50
2■.50
22。00
26.oo
27.50
13.50
22.50
17.50
2■.00
■2.00
18.50
■3.50
27.00
24.50
24。00
5.50
■8.oo
2■.00
■6.oo
28.oo
20.50
■■.50
22.50
8.oo
ll.00
■3.00
28.oo
28.oo
17.50
29。00
■0.00
20。00
7.00
■0.50
6.50
23.50
■5.50
■7.50
9.00
20.50
■7.50
■7.00
■8。oo
■6.50
11.00
■4.50
■0.00
■4.50
■6.oo
2.50
■2.50
4.oo
12。00 '
4.oo
13.00
4.50
■0.00
12.50
■7.00
0.00
■5。00
4.oo
■6.50
■8.50
■7.00
■3。00
■9。00
5.50
9.50
4。oo
16.50
■5.00
6.50
18.oo
8.oo
■2.00
5.50
6.50
4.oo
15.00
■4,oo
7.00
■1.00
■■.50
12.50
t2'50
16.50
r6. oo
17.00
15.00]5,50
14'50
14'50
r4. oo
r6. oo
13 .00'
t7 .50
12.00
15.50
2.50
16.50
r4. oo
r4 . o'o
12.00
11.00
13.50
17.00
19.50
r4.oo
9.00
rB.oo
13.50"
l-2.50
14.oo
13.5o',
16.50
17.00
1B'50
15.50
16 .50
13.50
15.50
13.50t
16.50
13.50
17.00
t_4 . oo
r4. oo
13.50
12.00
9.00
■2.00
4.oo
■l.00
■0.00
8.oo
■0.00
2.00
2.・00
2。50
9.50
4.50
1■.00
0.00“、
9.00
4.oo
9。00
■.00
7.00
2.00
■■.00
15,00
■0。00
9.00
15,00
3。00
■■。00
2,00
13.00
■4。oo
■3.50
15。00
6.oo′
■5.50
■3.00
13.00
9.50
13.00
■■.Oσ
■1,50
6.oo
10.00
6.oo
117 . 50
105.00
,125.00
95.00
104.0q
90.50
100.00
1'07'.00
57. oo9\.lo
70.50
100.00
37 .00
92.50
35.50
99-.00
92:50
lo4. oo
47. oo
Br.oo
Bo;oo
BB. oo
t23.50
105.00
Bo. oo
]-27.00
5i. oo
76.0'o
49.00
123.00
rr6 . oo
B6:50
r4o.5o
68. oo
108.00
66. oo
81 . 5'o
T\.50
99.50
91.00
90.00
69.s0
103.00
74.,00
?
??
??????????
???
???
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
?
?
???
?
??????
?
?????????
??
????
．?
?
??
??
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
??
??
???
?
?
?
?
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
???
??
??
?
??
?????
?
????
????
?????
??
?
?
?????
?
??
???
?
???
????
■
??
Sub― Variab les
■05
Tota■
Testect
45
46
47
48
49
50,
5■
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6o
6■
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
7■
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
8o
8■
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
23.50
' 32.50
l-0.00
13.00
9.00
32. 00
23.50
24.00
1B'50
10.00
15.00
12.00
rB.. oo
13.00
30.00
28'50
16'50
14'50
28'50
26.00
19. 00
20.50
20.50
26'50
25.50
t9.50
20.00
24'50
31. 5o
29 .00
26 .00
23.50
27.50
20.00
21. 00
t6.50
38.50
r4. oo
23.'oo
21.00
21.00
17.00
26 .00
35. oo
22.00
22 .00
30. 00
18.50
33.00
1B'50
20.00
31.00
13.00
r4. oo
5.002t'50
25 .00
22'50
19.00
T .50
rB. oo
15. oo
15.00
15.00
2t_.00
22'50
22'50
t2'50
l-5.50
2\.50
15. oo
13. oo
25. oo
25 .00
23.00
27.00
23 .50
24,50
25. oo
29 .00
25.50
25 .50
24'50
23.00
24.00
25,oo
27.00
B.oo
29.50
26 .00
17.00
24.00
25.00
27 .50
27.00
15. 00
24 
'5015.50
31.00
17 .00
■3.50
■0。00
8.oo
■4.oo
O.00
1 12.50
■7.50
■6.oo
17.50
4.oo
■2。00
8.oo
■3.50
9。00
■0.00
15。00
9。00
5..50
8.oo
12.00
9.00
8。oo
■2.00
19.00
■4。oo
■4.50
■1,00
17.50
■6.5o
■7.50
14.5o
40oo
15。00
1■.00
18.50
■6.50
■6.oo
7.50
■7.00
■7.00
5.00
13.00
■7.50
■7.50
■7.00
9.00
15.50
16.oo
■8.oo
・17.00
4
■■.00
123.50
16.oo
ll.00
2.50
■7.50
■8.oo
19.00
2■.00
15.00
19。00
14.5o
12,00
15.50
■7.00
16.oo
23.50
14.oo
■7.00
23.50
22.00
■8.oo
■8.oo
25.00
20。00
16.oo
■8.50
20.50
24.50
22.50
16.oo
■5.00
■8.oo
15。00
20。00
■6.oo
26.oo
■■.50
21.00
20.00
16.oo
24。oo
19.00
24.50
23.50
■7.50
26.oo
12.50
■8.oo
l■.50
■6.5o
■7.50
■6.oo
・■9.50
10.00
16.5o
20.00
■9.00
■7.00
15.50
■7.50
■8.oo
14。oo
■4.50
■6.oo
ll.50
■5.00
15300
■6.50
■8.5o
■6.oo
■5.50
■9.00
■8.oo
18.oo
■9。50
18.5o
■5.00
■9.50
20.00
21.00
■3.50
16.50
18。oo
17.50
■9.00
22.00
■■。00
■9.00
20.Oo
■7.00
16.oo
■7.00
20.50
16.50
■4.50
15.50
■5。00
20.50
15。00
12.00
t2'50
8.00
9.00
0.00
r4,oo
13,50
15.00
13.50
5 .00
9.50
. 9.50]3,00
10.00
13.50
12,50
13.50
9.50
11'50
13.50
11.00
11.00
11.00
12.00
t2'50
12.00
13.50
r_4.00
f4 .50
r4.50
13.00
10. 00
11'50
11 .00
13.50
13.50
r4. oo
8.00
9.50
11.00
B. oo
9.00
15.00
15.00
15. oo
13'.50
9.00
t2-50
14'50
12.00
96.50
tZT .50
71.00
Bo.50
26.50
114.,00
'tl-7.50
115.50
ro6.5o
57.00
91.00
7B.oo
85.so
77;oo
107.50
ro6. oo
100.00
71.00
97.00
rrB. oo
92.50
86. oo
105.50'
120.50
113.00
roB.5o
ro4. oo
1r6 .00
131.50
t32.50
116.00
91.50
107.00
98. oo
114 .50
106.50
r44.oo
59.50
119.00
115. oo
84.00
ro3. ob
119.50
r4o.oo
l-21.00
. 97.50
120.50
90.00
135.00
91.00
6
，?
〆 `
Sub―        _ Variablesject      ■    2       3      多    56
■o6
Total
Test
95
96
97
98
99
■00
101
102
■03
lo4
■05
lo6
107
lo8
109
■10
111
■12
1■3
1■4
1■5
1■6
■17
■■8
119
120
■2■
122
123
■24
■25
126
■27
■28
129
■30
■3■
132
23.00
26.oo
■8.oo
23.50
3■.00
22.50
25.50
■9.50
28..50
29.00
26.50
24.oo
25.50
29.00
33.00
26.50
26.00
・■8.00
25.00
23.50
22.00
23.50
20。00
32.00
27.50
3■.00
24.50
31.50
24.50
2,3.50
9´.00
24.00
2■.50
27.00
33.50
26.oo
30.50
21.50
26.oo
29100
■3.50
20.50
27.00
2■。00
24。00
21.00
27.00
28.oo
24.50
■9.50
25.00
29。00
25.50
20.00
5.00
■5.50
22.50
9。00
17.50
23.50
23.50
26.50
24.50
26.50
23.50
27.00・
24.50
27.50
■4。oo
22.50
14.50
20.50
30.00
25.50
30。00
22.00
20.00
1 .50
■2.50
9.50
17.00
4.oo
■2.50
10.00
■0.50
■5.50
13.50
7.50
15.50
■8.50
■7.00
■1。00
4.′oo
8.oo
40oo
6ゲ00
4。oo
14.50
16.50
■3.50
■6.00
16.oo
■■.50
4.oo
15。00
■7.50
5.50
■5.50
■5.50
■4.oo
16.50
■6.oo
■8.50
17.00
24.oo
■6.oo
2■.50
■6.50
2■。00
14.oo
22.50
■1.00、
23。00
23.50
20.50
14。oo
■6.oo
25.00
■9.50
118.oo,
0。00
7.00
=8。oo
9.00
■4.oo
■8.50
■8.50
27.00
20.50
26.5o
20.50
■9。00
17.50
14.5o
5,50
■7.50
16.oo
2■.50
27.00
24.00
22.50
■3.50
■3.00
16.oo
■6.o0
■3.50
■7.50
■5.50
■7.50
17.00
20.00
■7.50
■6.oo
‐■4.50
■6.50
■8.50
20.00
■8.oo
■0.00
■5.00
■3。00
■3.50
16.oo
■5.00
■5.00
■8.50
■6.o0
■8.50
19。00
■8.oo
■8.50
16.oo
■2.50
■4。oo
■4.oo
14.oo
■9.50
15.50
16.50
15.50
■2.50
■2.00
8。oo
■0.50
12.50
8.5o
10.50
9.50
13.00
4.50
7.50
12.50
11.00
■2.50
■5.00
■3.50
3.00
6.50
13.00
6.oo
■1。00
12.00
9,00
■2.00
■3.00
■1.50
■0.50
■■.00
11.50
1■。00
5.00
1■250
9.00
13.`00
■1。00
■2.50
■2.50
12.00
118.50
115.50
B9.lo
94.00
126.00
Bs.so
112.50
BB. OO
122 .00
1,19 .00
ro9. oo
92 .00
r09.50
t32;50
130.00
107.00
48.00
71 .00Bl.lo
67.00
B4'lo
107.00
102'.50'
t29 -5A
117 .50
130.00
109.50
110.50
111.50
r10.00
51.50
105.00
90.50
110.00
t3T .50
119.50
130.50
101.00
ノ
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